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General

County
Hospital.

School

Soliciting Committee for the WalGeneral Hospital has met

e

bunty

most generous response both in
and other towns in the county as

a

*st

|

Hugh

edged, this including the house to
solicitation by the ladies of Belhey alone receiving contr'mutions

The Dutch Garden

500

500
L. Cooper increased from
$500 to $750,
250
We still need $2,250 in $500 amounts to
make up the $35,000 necessary.
Are
there not those who will close up this
R-

j gap at once that we may get to work on
j the balance of the amount to be raised?
When our former residents and friends
come to our assistance as they are
doing,
is it not up to those of Belfast to do their

J

|

part and

70 persons amounting to $431.
ew of the large increase in the

ance

thus

from

There

our

encourage further assistoutside friends?

yet those left in Belfast who
contribute $500 or more
Will
are

living and everything entering should
e cost of maintenance of the hosthey not do it?
has been thought best to secure
C. W.WESCOTT, Mayor.
s
for annual subscriptions to at
1,000. Plans are being made to pay NIGHT SCHOOL AT THE B. H. S.
the old indebtedness at an early
The people of Belfast are io be given an
id hereafter all current bills will
opportunity to improve in knowledge
|
ted and paid monthly.
! through the establishment of
a
night
lie outside contributors Ira M. Cobe
school, the sessions of which will b*; held
offer
a
to
conjde
most generous
twice weekly at the B. H. S. building.
e $500 on the old indebtedness pro! Supt. E. E. Roderick has long felt the
an amount to pay the balance can
need of a night school, and both he and
ided for; pay an annual subscrip- the teachers
;
are
enthusiastic over the
■f $250for three years and pay one- matter.
f a sum of $2,500 for needed repairs
The courses are especially planned for
Plans to meet the the
aprovements.
present
da^ needs The selection of
ijuirement is now well under way the subjects will make this splendid efis hoped to meet all the provisions
fort a success.
The low fee, only $2 for
f

on

generous subformer Belfast resident

Another

offer.

from

a

six weeks’ course, has caused considerable favorable comment about town
The subject and teachers are as follows:
a

William R. Marshall fora period

y

years.
•is
F.
Bagley,

■e

Board of

Spanish, Miss M

!

M

Secretary of the studies, Zenas D

Charities,

came

to Belfast

A Foster;

citizenship, Harry
keeping, accountancy,

book-

income tax, adsalesmanship, Harold S.

vertising and
practical working basis, Webb. There are tw o periods of an hour
le
board feels especially grateful each
session, so that at least two subjects
valuable suggestions he was able may be taken.
them.
The enrollment may be made with Supt.
pital

on a

present time student nurses are
at the institution to meet the in-

ne
:

demands.

ig

Full information

Roderick

with any of the teachers.
The sessions will probably start early in

can

or

January.

by writing the superintendent.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S

JOSEPH E. FARNHAM
: h

E. Farnham,

a

He
:ate

never

highly respected

married

relatives,

but

and

was

Mrs.

had

no

uncle Joe

was

held at

home last Thursday.
and Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell have
■d from a short trip to New York.

an

Mrs. Shute
Mitchell Chappie of Boston.
is a graduate of the Rockland Com-

His age was 83 years, 7
and 21 days, and he was born in
He was a volunteer in the Civil
1 served in Company E of the
fantry and also in Company H
His funeral

Shute has under consideration

oiler to become secretary-associate to the
well know'n editor and lecturer, Joe

rybody.

Maine.

L. Shute and

littie daughter, Elena B. Shute, have returned from a week’s visit in Boston.

of Waldo, died December yth at
me of his grand niece, Mrs. Daisy

mercial College, an expert stenographer
and has had many years experience as a
newspaper

correspondent.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry G.

i

Ingersoil have

been guests the past few- wreeks of the
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs Robert P.

They

Coombs.
will

soon

turn to

move

are now

in Harmony, but

Portland and then

io

re-

B elfast to spend the holidays.

very small misses, Anne and CharCooper, Alice Brown, Helen Vmal,
Harriet White, Harriet McKinnon, Doris
Smith and Dorotiy Thomas, brought
lotte

down the house and convulsed their

companist, Mrs. Keyes, when

Cooper,

a

student

Sweetser of

Xmas Terms

am;

of

Prof.

Frederick

Searsport, played
saw

piar.0

a

graciously responded to

Those who heard and

core.

an

e 1-

this 1 t-

tle miss of only six years would hardly
believe it possible and she capped
he
climax when she bowed on leaving he

piano. Miss Katherine E. Brier, acco npamed by Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, sa lg
in My Little Dutch Garden, when a dozen
or more iittle girls and boys with watering pots, etc.., made the giarderi realistic.
This was an unusually pretty number
Mrs. Basil R. Allen, accompanied by
This
Mrs. Bowker, sang Tulip Time.
was
followed by the duet, Sweet Kentucky Sue, by Miss Brier and Mrs. Allen,
and was listened to with much pleasure
blend beautifully. The
as their voices
Universalist choir, Miss Brier, Mrs. Al-

A lasting, ever-appreciated gift that
the whole family will welcome and
that will send the gladsome Christmas
spirit through the years is the Edison
the re-creating phonograph.
—

Visit our studio and hear and select the
Edison tor YOU.
There is one.

len, Mrs. Clay, Mrs. Bowker Messrs,
Hugh B Young, Harold S. McKeen aid
Frank R. Keene, sang a medley of ole
songs, the gentlemen appearing as portly

FRED D. JUNES
County Distributor,

ac-

f the

one

leaders lost her balance and fell bu still
retained her dignity.
Little Miss Anne

Give the Edison for
Christmas

Waldo

had

\ eight

solo

Special

The sales tables

Belfast, Maine,

The program closed wit!
Dutchmen
the audience singing America, led by Mr

SECOND FLOOR

Young.
The attendance

Matinee

Daily

at

at

7.00 and 8.30

Admission 17c and 11c
Ihese Prices Include War Tax

“A Girl

at

Bay”

A stirring Vitagraph I’lay of
Mystery and Thrills.

See the theory of free love smashed
to smithereens.

MACK SEHNETT
TWO ACT

COMEDY__

Bennison

Saturday—Louis
■

w,a5,er"uLaa“Sandy
[ Ends

in

a

Burke U Bar U"

Bungalow

COMEDY IN TWO ACTS

for Two

KINOCRAMS
_

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

WILLIAM FARNUM

VIOLA DANA

MARY MaciARCiN

IN

in

IN

“THE MICROBE”
SCREEN MACAZINE

j

“Perils of Thunder Mountain”

MONDAY

OUTING CHESTER

j

ANTONIO MORENO IN

2.30^.

TWO ACT COMEDY
-

MUTT AND JEFF
__—

PERSONAL
Walter L Lyons is spending
in Hallowell and vicinity.

LLOYD COMEDY
PATHE NEWS

a

THE
vacation

Preaching services will be helc next
Sunday morning at the Congregational
church. Sunday school at noon.

Charles S. Marsano has returned from
a

business trip

to

Rev. C, R. Weddleton of Fairlield supplied the Baptist pulpit last Sunday morning and evening,

Dexter and vicinity.

Miss Louise R. Clement has been visiting relatives in Wa^erville the past week.
Mr.

Preaching services will be held next
Sunday at the Cniversalist church at
10.45 a. m. Sunday school at noon. In
the evening at 7.30 children’s concert
and special music.

Mrs. Charles Bruce were in

and

Bath recently

on a

business and pleasure

1
trip.

Mrs. Fannie Elwell of Saturday Cove
;
has
returned home from a visit in Ban-

Services v'ill be held at the Baptist
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at noon. Christian Endeavor meeting at 6.30.
Evening service
at 7.30. Pnyer meeting this, Thursday,
The public is cordially invited
evening.
to these services.

,
gor.

Mrs. I. B. Mower of Waterville arrived
Thursday to visit her sister, Mrs. Amos
(
Clement.

Mrs. Ella T Mowry is spending a few
J. Pattee and son,

Rev.
Methodist
People’s
Church,
Charles W
Martin, pastor; parsonage,
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11
Sun-

weeks with Mrs. C.
]
Dana
3. Pattee.

day morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday
school, 12.10 M.; Sunday evening at
7.30 o’clock regular preaching service.
Prayer meeting this, Thnrsday, evening
at 7.30.
Ti e public is cordially invited

Morse cf Harvard College
will arrive Friday to visit relatives in
]
Belfast
and Liberty.
Everett F.

Mrs

Rev. and

Alfred

C.

Elliott of

to attend all these services.

guests over Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. M, C. Hill.

Newport
Mrs.
York

were

First Parish (Unitarian). Minister. Rev
A. E. Wilsoi
Preaching service at 10.45
a.
m.; chur h school at. noon. Sermon
ne.t
Sunday morning: “The
subject,

C. Thompson of New
spending a few weeks at her cotKelley’s Cove.
William

is

CHURCHES

All are cordially
following musicm program will be given Sunday mo'ning:
Organ
Voluntary, Grand Offertory in G,
J
in session there.
Grange
Lefebure-Wily; anthem, Behold I Bring
Belfast relatives have received word of You
Good Tidings, Churchill; solo, searrival at Kingston, Jamaica, of Mr.
*
the
lected, Mrs.Clement W. Wescottjanthem,
and
Mrs. Bradbury F. Cushing
1
While Shepnerds Watched Their Flocks
Miss Alice L. Locke has returned to by Night, Smart; organ postlmle. Allegro
1
her
home in Portland after a short visit Maestoso, West.

ttage at

Christian

invited.

Edward Evans has been in Bangor the
past few days tc. attend the Maine State

at

the home of Mrs. C. J. Pattee.
Evan F

deal.”

The

At the annual meeting of the Baptist

Wilson of the U. of M. will ar-

church held Thursday evening, Dec. 11,
the nominating committee reported the

rive Saturday to spend the holiday vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. I.
Wilson.

following officers for the ensuing year:
Clerk, Miss Maud E Mathews; treasurer,
Mrs. E. E. West will leave this week Charles H. Twombly; mission treasurer,
1
to
visit aer daughters, Mrs. W. C. French Miss Ella S. Smalley; auditor, Willis B.
1
of
New Britain, Conn., and Miss S. Edith i Fletcher; superintendent Sunday school,
West of Washington D. C.
I B. I Robertson; assistant superintendent
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Towie of East
Belfast have moved to the Fred W. Pote
house

on

Church street for the winter.

Edwin S.

j

Frost,

I Rhoades,

Mr. Pote will live with them

Perkins

board
| Howard;Charles

collector. Gerald W.

of assessors, Orlando E.
H. Twomblv, Charles E.

Warren A. Nichols. George H.

Robertson; membership committee. Mrs.
student at Wheat- j
Idella S. Rich, Mrs. Fannie R. Robertson.
arrive
on
College, Norton, Mass., will
Mrs. Bertha K. Robbins, Donald Hall,
Saturday to spend the holidays with her I
Winfield A. Marriner; benevolent comMrs.
F.
Sarah
j
Knight.
mother,
; mittee, Mrs. Warren A. Nichols. Mrs. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. WTe)ch have
L. Robertson, Miss Lou L. Smalley, Mrs
returned home from Bath, where the j
I Minnie Perkins, Miss Geneva Perkins,
former has been in government employHerbert. O. Brier, Albert L. Cuzner; music
They have taken a house on Union street.
committee, George E. White, Miss Bertha
Raymond O. Young, a student at the Z.
Miss Laura
Miss Ruth Knight,

a

|

|

Morns; visiting
Hayes,
Annapolis Naval Academy,
committee, Mrs. Mildred N. Rhoaves,
tomorrow, Frid?>, to spend the holidays Mrs. Inez T. Cuzner, Mrs. Mary Randall,
with ..is parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy t- Miss Gladys
Michaels, Miss Edna I’rundv:
Young.
social, Miss Idella Know lion. Miss Verna
Chief Gunners mate Rudolph H. Wig- Dyer, Mrs. Florence S. Cook, William T.
gin of the U. S. S. 0-9 is spending a Norris, George H. Robertson; mission
furlough with his father, Frank K. Wig- committee, Miss Maude E. Mathews,
gin in Newport, and will also visir friends Miss Grace H. Hayes, Miss Fram es A.
in Belfast.
| Sargent, Miss Amy L Wilson, Mis Isabel
will arri\e

•!
Avis M. Morison of Springfield, Ginn.
ariive Saturday to spend
The North Church Guild, un U: the
j
Christmas with her mother, Mrs. Clara I ( residency of Mrs. Herbert 1
.s-ekm.s,
A. Morison. at tue home of iier daughter. i has announced the following pro..' im for
Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes.
:ieki
the season and rlie meetings wi

Miss

Gun,'' undoubtedly

Mass.,

powerful role of nis career in
“Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U "
A good two-act comedy and Kinograms
will complete this line week-end show.

most

will

Norman S. Donahue, the Waldo County
agent, who has had rooms ui tile King.its
of Pythias b'oek for several years, will
soon move to the county
I.osibuilding, where
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Keech of Lowell, at the homes of the first im;;'
William Farnum. Monday
very convenient offices are being fitted
Mass announce the engagement of theii ess unless otherwise announced.
A society romance that iesds to the
jungles of Africa and follows a lover up for him, at the county’s expense. He daughter Erma L., to Seavey A Piper ot
Dec. 20th—Hostesses, Mrs. F. E Br uiBert L.
through a series of thrilling escapes from will also have a stenographer. Tills will
Their marriage will take i hall, Mrs. It W. Wilkins, Mr
Troy, Me.
death is the theme of the newest William also be
Davis.
i
the headquarters of the Waldo
place in the near future.
Fox picture starring William Farnum.
\ \r\
ears
izin-—A iNew
iosijon
Farmers’ Bureau, which already
The production, entitled
er
“Ihe Jungle County
Miss Alma F. Colby of Brockton, Mass I esses, Mrs. Geo. G Trussed, Miss
We nr
Trail," will be the feature of the bill has a large membership. Many thousand
ot Belfast, recently underwent L. Evans, Mrs. VV. E.
formerly
for Monday.
Mrs
i.
Jan. 20th—Hostesses,
dollars have been saved to the farmers in
an
operation for mastoid abscess at the Hamilton, Miss Carrie iV-.veom
One tf the dramatic incidents of the
Mr:
the scientific and practical help furnished
is
said
Ear
Charles
street
to be a fight between an
play
Inhrmary,
Leslie C. Fo'lett.
Eye and
American hunter and a whole tribe of in demonstrations, fertilizer formulas, Boston
Mrs
Feb. 9th A Musical Roman*
She is gaining and will soon be
Another great benefit and very far
Africans. The hunter escapes death by etc.
1 Thus. E. Bowker, Mrs. Hugh
able to leave the hospital.
a lose, leaving his pursuers convinced he
Basil
R.
Allen.
Mrs
i
reaching in good results is the promotion
has been killed.
lie wanders then far
N *rFeb. 23rd—-Hostesses, Mrs. Ber
Dr. W. D. Barron, D. D. H. P. of Cam j
of the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs.
All are
into the wilds of Africa and finds a secR
.on Misses Maud B.Steward and
G.
H.
P.
o
P.
A.
Dr.
James
Richan,
branches
den,
of
the
ond Garcen of Eden, inhabited by a
University of Maine ExSteward.
j
C.
Allen
of
the
Honn
Rockland
and
II.
strange ra :e of people who want to burn tension Service.
Several other counties
March 8th—Saint Patrick's Sut per in
him at the stake as a sacrifice to their in the State are
i R.
the church vestry, \vi*ii Mrs. I
benelitteJ by the same Insurance Company were in Belfast las
tie
avoids
gods.
death by pulling up the
Mrs.
B. Holmes
methods.
Mr. Donahue is doing a good Wednesday to attend the funeral of Clif- .‘.Poor Mrs. Clyde
posts to which he is bound and 'thereClarence L Read, hostesses.
ford J Pattee, P. G. II. P.
vn.
after, unt»l the time of his escape, fol- work and will have many reeded conMarch22nd- Hostesses Cordeli
lowing a light in which he overturns the veniences in his new quarters in the
Bertha Wiley, Louise Ferguson
The engagement of Miss Evelyn Flan
statue of ai idol, he is worshipped as the
April 5th—Easter Reading, Miss \nne
Court House.
ders, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs M. Kittridge. Hostesses Mrs ^
god of strength.
A new corporation will succeed tlie Ralph L. Flanders of Brookline, Mass,
Hall, Miss Charlotte M l ibbetts, li
Vi a Dana. Tuesday.
Tibbetts.
Leonard i Barrows Company in the man- summer residents of Northport, to Snell
Viola Dana
the fascinating Metro
April 19—Hostesses, Mrs. Maine Hills,
agement of the Belfast shoe factory at ing Saltei Robinson, is of interest to Hi
L.
Mrs Carl H. Stevens and Mrs H iri
star, will be he attraction Tuesday uext
the family in this city
friends
of
the
of
many
the
beginn.ng
year.
The
a “Tiie
new
Kilgore.
Microbe,” a delightfully whimHostsical drama that will grip your fancy and company which is being organized in She is a graduate of Vassar and a mos
May 3rd—May Basket Suppe.
touch your heart.
esses, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, Mrs. Grace
Boston this week will be known as the attractive girl.
*
The story s of the rescue of a little
C. Pillsbury and Mrs Norman S Donahue.
Leonard, Stevens & Bearce Company.
1
R.
Earl Dickey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas
g itter waif oy a young author
Her
May 17th- Hostesses, Mrs. !
tnght wit am: you,hful beauty soon win Arthur H. Leonard of Boston withdraws O. Dickey of East Northport, who re- Poor, Dr. Hester Brown. Mrs
hi., heart but the happy romance is no from the inn of Leonard & Barrows to
Thayer.
signed as postmaster at Bayside to enle
sooner begun than it is pounced upon by
May 31st—Hostesses, Mrs (.* >r e E
become a member of the new company.
work at the Fore Rive
government
green-eyed jea ousy. How love eventu- He will conduct an
Kittredge, Miss Anne M Kilt.il- .Louise
office in Boston for
ally triumphs and the Microbe wins hapYards, is now a member of the Bostoi Clements.
otJune 7th Field Day at the Jo. epiness completes a story of unusual buying stock, etc., and will be assisted police force, having passed a very sue
power.
by his son, Arthur IL Leonard, Jr., who cessful examination in both the physica tage, with Mrs Lilly S. Jones and the
officers of the Guild, hostesses.
will come here from Chicago for a few and civil service tests.
Mary McLaren, Wednesday.
months experience in the local factory.
Th: American Beauty of The Screen,
H. Stevens has beer, superintendMary McLaren, comes Wednesday in a Herbert
truly original play, “The Amazing Wife.” ent of the Belfast factory for the past 2
Miss McLaren has the clean cut features years, coming here from theilazzard facand wholesome look, representative of
tory in Gardiner. He has also had exAmerican womanhood, and added to this
in shoe manufacturing in Marlperience
is
:
a charming personality and a sincerity
l of work that convinces.
“The Amaz- boro, Mass. He is a young man of exing Wife” will furnish you with an hour cellent executive ability, has made many
of enjoyment.
improvements, added labor-saving deFor the past two years you have shown the Y-hristmas spirit to those w.
vices, increased the output in a remarkaLAURA E. YOUNG.
mean most to you, in limited ways.
Maphap your boy was M-parated fro;ble d-gree.
He will continue as superinyou and what you could send to him was limited.
i
Your Christmas t
1919 will mean a truer realization of the spirit of giving.
Laura E., wife of Aoner Young, died at tendent and now employes about 300 peotheir home in Be mont Dec. 4th. She ple
He recently bought one of the finest
A Gift that will endure will surely show
thoughtin Belmont Jail. 12, 1868, and residences in the city and with his famiwas born
fulness in these days of wise expenditures.
always lived there and enjoyed the love ly occupies it. Chandler Bearce, the othA REAL COMFORT AND NECESSITY IN
THJE WINTER MONTHS
and esteem of all who knew her. She er member of the company, belongs in
was a valued member of the Ladies’ Aid
Auburn, but will continue his present resOur luxi ricus Bath Robes in attractive
patterns,
Society, was ever ready to help in times idence in Boston and conduct the sales
of illness or trouble and always locked on department of the new company. It is
Outing Flannel Nightshirts ard Pajamas.
She will understood here that I he plant maybe
the bright side of everything.
BATESj}STREET SHIRTS in Madras and Silk
be missed in the home and in the commu- enlarged in the near future. All the office
NECKWEAR, GLOVES and MITTENS
nity Besides her husband, she is surviv- work will be done here under the direcHOSIERY of all kinds
ed by their two daughters, Mrs. Lola tion of Mrs. L. A. Hammons, who has
MUFFLERS. Silk and Knitted, FLANNEL SHIRTS
Greenlaw and Mrs. Fred Maker, by her had charge of the local office for 14
HANDKERCHIEFS, HEAVY WINTER CAPS, Men’s an 1 Boys’
mother, Mrs. Emma Sylvester, by two years. This will necessarily increase the
SWEATERS, Boys’ and Men’s, MACKINAWS, Boys’ and Men’s
a
John
and
office
half-brothers
P.
force as about half of the work has
half-sister,
BOYS’ SUITS, BOYS’SHIRTS and BLOUSES,
Sylvester of Belfast, Merle Sylvester of been done at the Middleboro, Mass., office.
UNDERWEAR of all kinds
(Cotton and Flannel
Belmont ana Mrs. Mary E. Godding of Charles M. Leonard of Boston remains \
An
Thorndike. The funeral was held at her with Fletcher L. Barrows in the Middleearly visit to our store will assure you of a complete
assortment and insure you against disappointment.
late home Sunday, Dec. 7th, at 1 p m., boro plant. The firm of Leonard & Bar■

Christmas this Y

!

IN

WITH A SUPERB CAST

Admission 11c and 6c

Evening

ses-

CORINNE GRIFFITH

I

Belfast, Maine

large at both

A NEW BEAUTIFUL STAR

THOMAS DIXON’ SPECIAL

COLONIAL
Theatre

was

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

THE

The News of Belfast.

som

by

1

The Instrument
Of Perfection

while in the evening standing room
The remainder of the

at a premium.

1

DeBeck; elementary
Hartsho.n; literature

and

ek for the express purpose of asthe Board of Directors in placing

was

and later divorces his own wife in and Frank Downes on the “Old Cemeorder to contract a common-law marriage teries.” David W*
the same flow’ers and emblems as decoraDyer and Norman E,
with this woman.
As time passes GorBrown were elected to membership and
tions.
All who took part in the man- don is supplanted in his own temple
by
Orland
agement and program were in Dutch cos- radicals, even losing the love of Kate one new name was presented.
Gordon
to
man.
another
Heartbroken,
tume.
Orchard, Ermo Scott and Donald Knowland with al. of his ideals smashed, Gorton were made a committee on basket I
The bazaar opened at 2 p. m., with a don
kills the man who has won his comrush of business that continued well into mon-law vife.
When he is convicted ball.
the evening with the following in at- and sente, ccd to prison fcr life, his forThe “grown-up children’s’’ Christmas
and takes him
tendance at the sales tables: Fancy ar- mer wife oegs his release
party at the North church parlors under
back.
ticles, Mrs. J. G. Paul, Mrs. L. T. Shales,
With a bevy of beautiful girls, laugh- I the auspices of the Guild last Monday
Mrs. A. W. Morse; food, Mrs. John A. ter that makes you hold your sides,
evening was a great success. There were
Fogg, Mrs. S. G. Swift; friendship table, troubles that are ludicrous in the ex- 30 members in unique costumes and as
can’t rest—
and
till
novelties
you
treme,
Mrs. B. F. Wells, Mrs. F. G. Spinney
“Trying to Get Along,” the new Para- many guests. Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore as
aud Mrs. L. J. Pottle; bags, Mrs. George mount-Mack Sennett
comedy comes to a forlorn, but bright little girl, was easily
G Wardwell and Mrs. Herbert P. Blod- town next Thursday.
the star pupil in the entertaining school
gett, aprons, Mrs. F. G. Mixer and Mrs.
taught by Miss Emeroy Ginn. The white
Corinne Griffith, Friday.
Samuel N. Raokliff; candy Mildred Heal
elephant Christmas tree under the direcVitagraph takes a widely read maga- tion of Mrs.
and Margaret Morse.
In the evening the
George C. Trusseli as Santa
zine story of exceptional dramatic power
same presided and were assisted by Mrs.
Reas
the vehicle for the Carinne Griffith Claus caused much real merriment.
Bradbury, Mrs. Cecil Clay, Misses Sara picture, “A Girl at Bay," which will be i freshments were served.
and Marian Frankel, Mrs. Georgia and seen ou Friday.
Miss Griffith is finely
H. L. Woodcock is in Bangor this week
Lei:a Sheldon, Mrs. Mabel MacWhirter cast as Mary Blake, cultured young set- |
tiement worker, who by an amazing turn an 1 has a display of his pictures at the
and others, together with many little of
fate finds herself the self convicted
Dutch girls and boys who sold candy, pop slayer of a young judge she never had public library. He plans to go to Ormond, Fla., for the winter, the Colonial
met.
corn, eic.
To avert suspicion she becomes secre- Hotel at Nassau, Bahama Islands, where
the
the
scene
was
aniDuring
evening
tary to the victim's brother, and the he has passed many winters, not opening
mated, particularly when the children action is divided between he;: light against this
season on account of the decision of
her love for him and her struggles against
were given the freedom of the floor to
the net a noted criminologist is weaving the Ward Line not to run their large
their
Dutch
sport
costumes, including about
her, he being convinced she has steamers to that resort.
Mr. Woodcock
wooden shoes.
Little Miss Evelyn Macknowledge of the crime, although not passed last winter at Ormond end lmd'a
Whirter in her dainty gown and cap was the slayer.
most successful season.
He was urgentAlso on Friday the fifth episode of that
considered by many the reigning belle,
“Perils of Thunder Moun- ly invited to return there this winter.
thrilling
serial,
irrespective of age.
tain," with Antonio Moreno and Carol
Arthur Higgins, one of our most prosAn entertaining program opened at 8 30 Halloway.
perous and energetic farmers, is now conwith the vocal solo, One F!e< ting Hour,
Louis Bennison, Saturday.
fined to his home on the Poor’s Mills road
by Mrs. Leroy A. Paul of Morrill accomAccorded an enviable spot in the screen with serious injuries the result of an acpanied by Mrs. Ansel M. Lotnrop at the
sun
by his admirable performance in cident. He was hauling a large load of
piano and Mis. Dana B. Southworth with
“Oh, Johnny!" Louis Bennison, with his
barrels last Friday anc when on
| vioiiu obligato. They responded to an lovable, all conquer ng breezy Western empty
urgent encore.
Miss Olive Morse, Bel- personality, gives even more of his end- the White hill in North Belfas his sled
less store of mirth-providing and thrill- slewed and upset and the barrels were
! fast’s juvenile dancing teacher, gave a
assunng expedients in “Sancy Burke of thrown on him as the horses
dragged him
wonderfully clever and graceful solo the U-Bar-U," which will be shown Sata long distance, when they were
stopped
1 dance in .Spanish costume, using the hall urday.
The new production is alive with op- and he was picked up unconscious.
He
floor, with Mrs. Bessie Keyes accompanist.
Master Eugene Hammons in fish- portunity for Louis Bennison, the cow- has a slight concussion of the brain, his
puncher, the comedian, the noted poris a mass of bruises, his hands have
ing costume, sang Hunkieberry Finn. trayer of roles that tug at the heart- body
He was accompanied by Mrs. Keyes. strings as readily as they evoke hearty pieces of flesh torn from them and the
In sh rt, the ac- cuts on his head required the use of 34
Misses Clara Hammons anu Lr estine outbursts of laughter
tor, who was hailed several seasons ago stitches.
His condition is favorable and
the
latter
in
Webber,
boy’s costume, gave as the “find" of
years through his brilhis principal regret is that his plans for a
a
Dutch dance, a credit to themselves liant work in his
stage triumph, “Johnny
and their teacher. The foik dance
Get Your
has the winter’s work must he abandoned.
around the hall.

|

e

sions,

Party.

CENTS’

FIVE

evening was spent in dancing under the
James F. Sheldon is at the Tapley Hosdirection of F, G. Spinney with music by
pital for surgical treatment.
into a Dutch garden last Thursday for McKeen’s orchestra.
The W. C. T, U. will meet with Mrs.
the party given under the auspices of the
The gross proceeds were over $500 and
Univtrsalist League, Mrs. Charles Brad- the net will be applied to the general Mary Collins, Miller St., Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
bury, president. The chief charm in the church expenses.
The Universalist League will meet Satdecorations was the simplicity of design.
The color scheme was holly red and
Colonial Theatre
urday at 3 p m. in the vestry when work
will be started for the Easter sale.
The stage was bordered with
green.
small evergreen trees, while larger ones Some bine Photoplays Offered Matinee and
The Dickey-Knowlton Real
Estate
flanked either side, all being brightened
Hvening at This Popular Playhouse the
Company have sold the Stickney block
with many poincettas. Two Dutch windNext Few Days.
on Church street to William H Dickey
mills graced the center sides of the stage
of this city.
Mr. Dickey will make some
One Woman, Thursday.
The
and were greatly admired. The balcony
changes and repairs on the building and
Mastercraft production of Thomas
The
front w’as festooned with red streamers
Dixon’s vivid novel, "The One Woman," will use the first floor as a garage repairand ornamented with Christmas bells and will
be presented on I hursday. The ing plant and make his home in the teneDutch wrheels
Bells were hung over the story of "The One Woman" concerns the ment
up stairs.
locker doors and tiny thumb pots con- career of Frank Gordon, a brilliant young
who forsakes his wife and
clergyman,
At
the
meeting of the Boy Scouts Tuestaining red tulips were placed over the home to follow 3 career of socialism
Small Christmas When he is expelled from his church, day evening papers were presented by
top of the lockers.
trees gay with bells, etc., were spaced
Gordon enlists the services of Kate Ran- Earl Ness on the early history of Belfast

$500

V. A.

es

.,al orders being notable examples,
he present time about $2,400 have

D

McLelian,
Simmons,
Dutch Brothers,

attempt has been made to
the people.
Only a few towns
been reached as yet, but it is inJ to have an organization in every
before the solicitation has been
One of the most pleasing
eted.
has been the number of volun-ubscriptions, several of the local

Fund.

Received since last report the following ;

any

is

Building

Total Receipts to Date in Amounts of
The Armory of Company F. of the
$500 and $1,000, $32,750.
Third Maine was completely transformed

1010.

f

ear

AT YOUR OWN FIRESIDE

with Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill offici- rows have been doing business here about
ating. There were many beautiful floral 16 years and are highly respected in busofferings from relatives and friends. The j iness and also personally. The new combearers were Messrs. George and Everett j pany takes up the work under favorable
Knight, E. P. Morrill and Fred H. Knowl- conditions and with tne brightest proston.

pects.

Ralph D. Southworth Company
THE

HOME OF
12 Main

j

HART,
St.,

SCHAFFNER
Tel. 67*2

&
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CLOTHES
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Waldo County
It was
There

In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.
PROGRAM

means

WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD

Old Chatham, Columbia Co., N. Y.
“I was bothered with Constipation,
Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
three years ; and tried all kinds of
msdicine with no relief.
I was so bad I would have a dull,
heavy feeling in the pit of my
stomach ; generally about three or
four hours after eating.
I saw advertised in the “Troy Times”
‘Fruit-a-tives’ and sent to R. W.
Seymour’s drug store in Chatham
and bought two 50c. boxes. Before
I had finished one box, I was relieved
and now have no more trouble. I
can eat anything I desire.
I would advise anyone in ihe same
condition as I was, to take ‘Fruita-tives’ ; it is a Goil-send, and I would
not be without ‘Fruit-a-tives’ iu the
house”.
WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD.

Destroy State, extirpate religion.”

We clip the above from one of about a
million similar sheets which were intended for covert circulation in the United

States, but were seized in New York
city about three weeks ago. These sheets
law
were filled with incitements against
and order, but the quotation given above
sufficiently shows the purposes of the
these general orders of the Reds
soviet,
that
are so laconic and brutally explicit
intelligent person can understand
Consider for a moment what the
them.
It
order to “extirpate religion” means.
church
means the destruction of every
building in this country; it means that
and every
every Protestant clergyman
Catholic priest is to be treated as lurks
treat Armenians; that all religious teachany

be

to

rigorously suppressed; that
be the penalty for prayer;

is to
a perthat there is to be no law and that
will
son
suspected of worshipping God

have no hearing in a soviet tribunal
which considers that to extirpate means
“Seize all means of producto murder.
all

tion

and

This

means

articles of consumption.”

rob the

banks,

loot the stores,

take the farmers’ live stock, the hay
the
from the barn, the potatoes from
It
cellar, the food from the pantry.
till nothing remains to be

stealing

means

stolen.
tu
“Destroy all legal papers pertaining
means that
This
of
property.”
ownership
offices of
the volumes of records in the
be burned
the Registers of Deeds are to
to be
and that you and your family are
of a
turned out of your home at the point
means all this and

Anarchy

bayonet.

more.
ust.

orgy of blood and
It means reversal from civilization
It means

Ito barbarism.
the anarchists

an

longer regard
being but an association

We can
as

no

of cranks. They have become numerous,
bold and insolent. They have pla nly
In Rustold us what they intend to do.
sia the world is being shown a picture of

for $2.50, trial size 25c.
Atdealersor from FRLTT-A-TIYES

abox, 6

50c.

times by bullets
from the guns of the boys in khaki or
those of the Allies. At the same time

ter; singing, When Johnnie Comes Marching Home; recitation, Hannah Clark;
singing, Evelyn Spaulding; remarks by
Comrades Palmer, Clark, Anderson and
others. The matter of postponing the
meetings until May came up. A motion
Afwas made to postpone and carried.
ter some remarks and parliamentary skirmishes a motion to reconsider was carried and voted to meet Jan. 1, 1920,
with Granite Grange. A vote of thanss
was extended to Granite Grange, also to

b-red by tens of thousands who are eager
steal, to destroy and to kill. ThouOne

known to the authorities.
would suppose that something would be
done to rid the country of these pests.
sands

are

Immigration
has made an investigation of conditions
and has reported that the imn igration

The

House Committee

on

gates are wide open, and that “immigrants file post the examiners in wholesale numbers, they are asked a few
questions and are permitted to enter the
country to do as they p'ease. The whole
performance is perfunctory and casual.”
Not only are the undesirables o" Europe
pouring into the Unit'd States through

practical nor safe. The Melting Pot has
given us great quantities of scum and
sediment and a
somewhat negligible
quantity of the real American spirit. The
practice of naturalization by wholesale
should be stopped.

our

great

Atlantic

ports,

,uey

put

are

the cost of 9fi different staple
as shown by the market. It

commodities,

does not appear that Mr. Palmer’s statement had any basis.

MELTING

POT

Not long ago, Aagi Yustchristan, wearing the uniform of the United States

Army, stood befoi'e Judge W. H. S.
Thompson of Pittsburg, Pa., took an oath
of allegian'e to the United States and
became an American citizen, thus being
accorded all the rights which are enjoyed
by

any

fought

of our readers.

This

man

had

for four years in the late war as

Sheldon are

erecting

time may have little

Most people have knowledge
to read the Covenant of the

enough
League of Nations but few, if any, have
sufficient wisdom to tell what it means.”

Col. House and George Creel seem to
have been retired in favor of Senator
Hitchcock and Joe Tumulty.

and

without

son

are

at the present time

housekeeper.

a

Maurice Nickerson and Inez, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Smart,
were married Nov. 30th by
Rev. N. F.
Atwood at the M. E. parsonage in Searsport. Mr. and Mrc. Nickerson have a
host of friends who wish them a prosperous

Esther Mahoney spent Thanksgiving at home with Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Miss

Mahoney.
at

Mrs. Oeorge Jackson was operated on
the Tapley Hospital recently and is

improving rapidly.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

J.

W.

Turner arrived

Nov. 26th to spend Thanksgiving at their
cottage at Kelley’s Cove.
Announcement

has been

W.L. COOK

1

| Undertaker

honey of Northport, to Mr Joseph Husof Castine on Nov. 21st. They will

sey

<

reside in Castine for the present.
A very pleasant entertainment was
given at the church at East Northport
Tuesday evening, Dec. 2nd, for the benefit of the Sunday school.
There were
speaking pieces by the children and a
Victrola concert through the kindness of
Mr. Anson Benner who loaned and played

License 377.

belfast,

Maine.

Almost
that

any

man

Sloan’s
means

will tell you

•

FOR THE OLD FOLKS

!
1

|

j

THAT LASTS THE YEAR AROUND !
MEADER’S SALVE. Good for young,
too. Great for colds, burns, chaps and
piles. For sale at A, A. Howes & Co’s.
Sample free for first week in December,
3m

For practically every man has used
it who has suffered from rheumatic
aches, soreness of muscles, stiffness of
joints, tile results of weather exposure.
\\ omen, too, by the hundreds of

thousands, use it for relieving neuritis,
lame backs, neuralgia, sick headache.
Clean, refreshing, soothing, economical. quickly effective.
Say “Sloan’s
Liniment" to your druggist. Get it
today. 35c. 70c, $1.40

Home

Employment

E. H.

It’s the kind of flour you

SWAN-WHITTEN

want.

COMPANY

Boyington

30 Years*

Experience,
Winterport,

44 South Main Street,

Maine

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
_Calls promptly attended.

More

Experience not required. Good wages
guaranteed from the start.
PAID TO

PAT

WINDOW

idea of the beautiful

write to

|

hile the stock is complete. We will be glad to reserve your selection
until Christmas. Goods TO BE ENGRAVED should be selected early.
vs

33 SViain Street.

|

CALL IN-POSITIVELY NO TROUBLE TO SHOW C00DS-0PEN EVENINCS

SON

Will do family washing and collet:
Reasonable prices, good
deliver.
and good work.

J

DIE

Open Mondays, luesdays. thuc
Fridays and Saturdays

FIRST NATIONAL GRANITE BANK
AUGUSTA
Commercial and

by

mail

a

Savings
specialty.

until 8 o’clock.
accounts

C. W. Lancaster.
_tm

Special

do

out-buildings, storage buildings, or factory
buildings.
Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug Store, A,
A. Howes

jin

I

you putting by
portion of your inYou are taking
come for future needs?
no
SPECULATIVE chance when you
open an account in this strong MEMBER
of the FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.

word

SHOP EARLY

NEW

a

are

Factory

BELFAST, ME-

mice, once they eat RAT-SN AP. And
leave no odor behind. Don't take our
Cats and dogs
for it—try a package.
won't touch it. Rats pass up all food to get
RAT-SNAP. Three sizes.
26c size (1 cake) enough for Pantry, Kitchen
or Ce lar
60c size (2 cakes) for Chicken House, coops,
or small buildings
$1.00 size (5 cakes) enough for all farm and

so

Days
Universal Prosperity

they

goods within

&

or

,

of

In these

PIECE WORKERS

Pants

BRIDCE ST.,

READY FOR INSPECTION

Girls

WANTED
Bell

LOCKE

Better Tell Your Grocer—WILLIAM TELL.

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
If so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs for
us right in your own home.
When writing for further particulars, send a small
sample mat to show the quality of braiding and sewing you are capable of doing.
P1NKHAM ASSOCIATES, INC.,
302 Washington Ave., Portland, Me.
6m49

EYE-SICHT SPECIALIST

the Curtis road.

J.

It’s no wonder that bread made with
WILLIAM TEiL Flour tastes so
good, looks so nice and white and
cuts to such a fine, clean slice.

BELFAST

The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the City National Bank of Belfast for
the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legal| ly come before them, will be held at their
banking rooms on Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1920,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WBSCOTT, President
Belfast, Dec. 8, 1919—5w50

Apply

H.

It just can’t help being clean and
pure and fine.

The City National Bank

BONUS

an

And it goes through this silk, not
just once—but thirteen times.

19_

Liniment
relief

William Tell
Flour

Tel. 61-3

Christmas lemon

OF

WHEN YOU SUFFER
FROM RHEUMATISM

Over 21,000 little holes or meshes
to the square inch—so -FINE is the
silk through which we SIFT every
pound of

Licensed Embalmer

his fine machine and choice collection of

records, also community singing, with
Mrs. L. C. Ross presiding at the organ.
Bags of buttered pop corn were on sale
and there was a good attendance. A vote

Announce their HOLIDAY Stock of

give you

Oil Heaters

Mathews Bros.

H. J. LOCKE & SON

Will

NEW YORK

You can save money -and add
much in comfort by investing in
STORM WINDOWS.

50

OUR

shaving.

The Perfection is clean, safe, odorless and pays for Itself
in furnace heat saved.
Easily filled and re-wicked—
creates no soot or ashes. Carried from cellar to garret as
easily as a lamp. Burns 10 hours on a gallon of kerosene.
Over 8,000,000 in use.

$1476—

received of

the marriage of Miss Nellie Mahoney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Ma-

and happy life. They will reside in
where Mr. Nickerson owns a
on

I

North port.

SwanvtJle,
farm

the bathroom when

COSTS

a

The Aroostook farm without an artesian well is a rarity now.
One well drill
outfit has gone into winter quarters after
sinking 33 wells this season on as many
farms, the average depth being 175 feet,
to insure a steady flow.

erson

Give mother and the children a Perfection—■
with its touch of extra warmth to make cold
corners snug.
Give yourself one for use in

PERFECTION

mill at the foot of Congress street,

difference between knowledge and wisdom. One may have much knowledge

leaking in from Mexico and Canaca. The
immigration committee also reported to
DODGE’S CORNE t, Searsport
the eifect that deportation, as at present
lie
was
a
farce.
Unless
managed
govMiss Harriette M. Nickerson has closed
ernment deals vigorously and drastically
her house and gone to Winterport for a
with the reds, some aay, in the rot disvisit before going to Massachusetts for
tant future, the people of this country
the winter.
must fight for their homes, for their
Mrs. John Benson has returned to her
religion and for life itself.
home in Frankfort, and Mr. J. M. NickTHE

Durham and
saw

of thanks was extended to all who contributed to make the affair a success.

same

its message of warmth
Christmas greeting!

Use SoCOny kerosene, for best results.

Miss M. F. Elwell has gone to Somer
ville., Mass., to spend the winter.

A fireside philosopher who sometimes
visits the editor says: “There is a great

ie

a

STARDARD OIL COMPANY OF

Paul Mahoney, who has been working

ent state of affairs shows that it is neither

t

and cheer—what

1

at the Cove, has returned home.

is our duty to throw
foreign outcasts, illiterates, idlers and
human nondescripts and that the fires of
freedom will so change them that they
can be molded into ingots of refined manhood. This is a noble ideal, but the pres-

at

portable Perfection Oil Heater—lit, and

actually radiant with

NORTHPORT

mg pot into which it

wisdom.

■

The

Closed by singing God Be With You

There are many idealists
who believe that America is a vast melt-

and

A USEFUL GIFT

Cooper St.,

’Till We Meet Again.—A. Stinson, Sec’y.

citizens.

on

49

he presided.

this man and they simultaneously swore
fealty to the Stars and Stripes and be-

ments

Edgar-,

“PE-RU-NA
Georgia:
cured me after I had suffered
fifteen years with rheumatism.”.
Mrs. Leona Dodd, R. No. 3,
Medon, Tennessee: “PE-RU-NA
is a grand medicine for coughs and
colds.”
So many diseases are due to catarrh and catarrhal conditions,
makes PE-RU-NA the best medicine in the world to have on hand
for emergencies and general health
protection. Thousands cf families
are never without a bottle of PERU-NA or a box of TE-RU-NA
Tablets in the medicine cabinet.
That is the safe way.
You can buy PE-RU-NA anywhere in tablet ol- liquid form.

A. Stinson for the able manner in which

seventeen other men, representing fourteen different nationalities, stood with

came

Mr. W. H.

Atlanta,

Reading, Callie Harriman; Singing, Battle Cry of Freedom;
reading, Carrie Spaulding; singing, Blanch
and Hannah Clark; reading, Susie Car-

member of the Prussian Guards and

had been wounded six

afternoon

called the

Stinson

then given:

was

anarchy and the Reds hope to duplicate
Bradstreet’s Review says that the cost
that picture in the Lnifed States. Alexander Bergman and Emma Goldman have of living increased 1.3 per cent last month,
been preaching this doctrine of hate, and reached the highest point above preAttorney Gen. Palmer and
theft, extirpation and murder, in our war level.
midst for more than 25 years. The fol- some other officials “point with pride” to
Bradstreets’ bases its statelowers of these arch anarchists are num- a decrease.
to

A.

Limited, OGDEXSBURG, N. Y.
a

Read Tnsir Letters
Mrs. Martha C. Dale, R. F. D. 1,
Cannon, Del., writes: “I am entirely cured of chronic catarrh of
the stomach and bowels by PERU-NA."
Mr. J. Bayer, Glendale," Oregon:
“There is nc medicine like PE-RUNA for catarrhal deafness.”
Mrs. Kate Marquis, Middleburg,
Ohio: “PE-RU-NA cured me of
catarrh of the head and throat.”
Mr. J. H. Collins, Wesson, Mississippi: “PE-RU-NA makes me
feel vigorous and able to work
without that tired, weak feeling 1
usually have otherwise."
Mrs. P. Ludvigs1-n, Austin. Minnesota:
“I got rid of my liver
trouble and can eat anything since
taking PE-RU-NA.”
Mrs. L. Hearing, 283 East 169th
St., New York City: “For catarrh
of the head and stomach, I have
found PE-RU-NA better than any
other medicine."

forenoon

no

meeting to order with singing America
by the choir. Prayer was offered by the
Chap.,LewiB Kingsbury. Address given by
Miss Evelyn Spaulding, adopted daughter of the Association, and response by
R. G. Seeley of Swanville, an honorary
member. Mr. Seeley and wife are son
and daughter of veterans, with three
in the service of their country.
sons
The reading of records of last meeting at Monroe was read and adopted. One Comrade, George H. Erskine
of Morrill, was reported as having died
The program
since the last meeting.

$2.00

“At first favorable moment, seize all
of production and all articles of
consumption. Mercilessly destroy all remains of government authority and class
Free prisoners, demolish
domination.
jails. Destroy all legal papers pertaining
Blow up barto ownership of property.
racks, shoot military and police officers.

PE-RU-NA

fine day but the roads were bad.
quite a goodly number present.

was

Pres.

insertion.

ing is
death

a

the

Dec. 4th.

meeting. The
boys spent their time in talking over the
days of ’61 to ’65. At 12 o’clock dinner
call sounded and a good dinner was furnished by the members of Granite Grange.
After the smoke talk, in the absence of
Pres. Trask who was in Boston, Past

For one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent

RED

met at

THOUSANDS PROCLAIM
THE MERITS OF

was

There

one

THE

veterans

Grange Hall, North Searsport,

One Box of "FRUIT-A-T1VES" or
“Fruit Liver Tablets” Brought Relief

BROWN. Editor

A. I.

County Veterans.

Notice

We wish to inform the public th
are doing business all the time and i!
wish to buy or sell real estate of an\
we would be pleased to talk with yt

From Tots to Teens
THE KIDDIES’ SHOP FOR NEW FALL AND WINTER GOODS

K. A. STROUT Farm Agem

GARMENTS TO 14 YEARS OK AGE.

G. E. HALL. Church Street, Next Door to National Bank

j

ROY C. FISH, Local Mamn
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast
tf«7

& Co. and Hall Ellis Co.

lost!

FOR RENT

Notice is hereby given that Book No.
2301 of Searsport Savings Bank of Searsport has been lost. Finder will kindly
return same to or notify

A FURNISHED FLAT for light house
keeping, with mod.ern improvements on
the same floor. For particulars apply to

JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer
3w50

MRS. JOHN F. ROGERS,
18 Main Street.
Tel. 149-5

Rl IV exchange,
i"*
\ !\J uu
vrl1 ^

or sell
KITCHEN
RANGE or PARLOR HEATER, at a
smaller margin of prolit than any other
dealer.
Absence of overhead expenses
permit this.

M

J. AUSTIN

you

a

McKEEN,

Belfast

High Cost
of Living

Beat the

by taking advantage of tins oiler
NEW Kitchen Ranges anti Parlor lie
to be sold at 25 per cent oil regular p
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.
44
Belfast, Mail"

Census

NICK’S HARD FATE
One Romanoff to Whom Country
Has Bean Ungrateful.

The

^lie Acl °* Congress
providing for the
Census makes it the duty of all
persons
to furnish the information
asked for by
the enumerators.
No one should hesitate,
neglect or refuse to answer ail questions
fully and

I

accurately.

Recalled.

From March, 1917, till October, 1919.
rand Duke Nicholas Romanoff, former commander in chief of the Rusan armies and one of the most hrilnnt generals of the great war. was
» prisoner In the town of Yalta in the
rimea.
He Is now in Milan with his
family, humbly housed. The story of
Big Nick" Is one of the most amazg romances of the war. the Pittseh Gazette-Times states.

Important Questions
1.
2

Age

at

18

^—WOODCOCK’S

Asked of all Persons

last birthday

Each person ten years of age aud
will be asked whether he is able to
read or write.
3.
Each person will be asked his birthplace as well as ihe birthplace of father
and mother.
4.
It foreign born the date of coming
to the United Slates will be
asked, and,
if naturalized, the date of
becoming a
also
mother tongue or native
citizen;

Cost

Democracy owes much to Grand
•uke Nicholas.
He was. in fact, a
rich upholder of the old Russian nhutlsm.
Rut first of all Nicholas was
Russian.
He knew Russia's salvan
depended on the vanquishing of
He was a leader of conermany.
innate skill and it is more than prob!e that only his splendid generalship
revested Germany from winning the
r in the early stages.
ITi< retreat
► fere the tremendous attack of Mack•>en and Hindenburg, which resulted
the saving of the Russian armies,
one of the most notable chapters
f the war.

Now “Most
in World."

Narcissus Bulbs in bulk
and in dainty gift boxes
Start
i

and
Priced

Jordan

r,

Co.

which

Com-

car-

is

near In

tor

,ng

a

ini0. rnf.erwood
srts
& Underwood
Hoover.

if

speaks

authority

when

he

suftVging, says

man

and

any

late mein

w-tis
in

n

n t;

oi

i t

Hu-

formal

:

•*Ir. my opii *n, the situation
n
the Near ! ast is the most
desperate in the world.”
Mi Hoover 1•.si at a letter
Cleveland H. Hedge, treasurer
Near Has: Relief, 1 Madison
avenue, New York, in which he

HUMPHREYS’

Journal.

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

No Loss of Animation.

(COMPOUND)
Hemorrhoids
Piles op

"I suppose Crimson Gulch is quieter
since the bar closed.”
“All
“Not yet,” said Cactus Joe.
you’ve got to do is to say ‘prohibition’
and everybody begins to argue at

Fop
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

the top of his voice.”

Send Free Sample of Olutment to
Doesn’

These Claims.

Cremates them.

i..
Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company

Rodents killed with RAT-SNAP leave no
Rats pass up all food to get at

156 William Street. New York.

smell.

RAT-SNAP.
last.

Their first meal

RAT-SNAP

mixing. Cats or
Three sizes, 25c,
guaranteed by A.
Ellia Co. and City

comes

is

in cakes.

their

SICK STOCK

No

dogs won’t touch it.
50c, J1.00. Sold andI
A. Howes &

Drug Store.

Co.,

BOOK

Hall•

on

treatment of Hone*, Cow.,

Sheep, Dog. end other animal*, sent
free.
Humphreys' Homeopathic Veterinarp Modicioes, 156 William St„ N. Y.

I

Black
Short

I

1.05

fslar-ow
Broad

SFiTShootinf
eafins®Ammuni
tion
RifhTJp
jjp

will say.
Another will chime in and
collaborate her sister saying,
“It’s just terrible the way the
stores are boosting up the prices
of clothing”.
woman

OTHER SIDE OF STORY

i
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6.00 7.00 to 4 00
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S.jO to 7.75 7.50 to 7.00 6.75 to 6.00 6 00 to 3.00
7.00 to 6.00 6.25 to 5 7; 5.50 to 5.00 5 00 to 2.50
5 50 to 4 75 4.50 to 4.00 3.75 to 3.00 3.0C to 1.50
2.75 to 2.25 2.00 to 1.75 1.50 to 1.GO 1.00 to .75

These ,:.:retniTv lii.eli prices ai chased on lie us ll-known SHI BI'RT” libera! nradiin! apj
un immediate shipment. No.
No. t, and ;Mhen. !: -'inu n,' skins.,;
.I'.cst ina* k>.
F.>r quotations on elite: Maine Puts, write lor “c hr
?rUi;tprr.' the on»v tv.tab!,
r.ecuiatc market tep. tt and price list of it§ kind published.
/•’A7.7-; If
for it.

quoted

a

v

$14.3.

A shipment to

■or the purpose ot picturing a strikBut how about the other side of
the story' Are ail women of the opin- ing illustration ot' the cliff -rence be; ion that they cannot secure stylish tween extravagant "speedy spending”
®
and serviceable merchandise at a un
careful, ‘'conscientious buying,”
medium cos: despite the present high tne above pictures were posed in a
There are leading Boston department ^tore esprices? They are not.
many women— and they are of the pecially for the savings division, First
I sensible ope. who are always conced
Federal Reserve District. Neither outed to be neatly dressed and who in lit is exaggerated both are take n from
spite of the present high press have regular stock ati ! the prices given
proved by practise that they can se- are correct, and c ach article can be
other
cure. by wise buying, stylish and ser- duplicated at the cost named
moderate stores .n Boston and elsewhere could
at
merchandise
viceable
make similar comparisons.
prices.
Could Tell D fference
To prove that it is possible for a
No doubt one after a careful study
woman to dress in these times at a
moderate cost the savings division if of the pictures could pick out the
the Treasury Department through the model attired in th-> most expensive
cooperation of department stores and costume but after care'ul considerits many field workers have made a ation w > Id one pay a difference of
thorough investigation of the prob- $422.65 for the higner priced outfit?
lems which confront the woman buy- No sensible woman would.
Frankly, now as never before it
clothes in these days of high
er of
pays a woman “to shop’’ according 'o
prices.
The findings of this investigation many of tie buyers of some of New
show that despite the high cost of England’s leading dej artment stores.
living, women can, if they use good X.et the woman who is about to purdiscretion in selecting their clothing, chase wearing apparel or other mersecure stylish, serviceable merchan- chandise ma ;e a careful study of her
needs, then taking into consideration
dise at a moderate cost.
Of course it must he conceded that her income, sue can after due deliberbecause of this period of reconstruc- ation determir e just how much money
tion a woman will necessarily l ave to she can afforc for such expenditures.
The woman who does this will oe
pay more for her clothing than she
dirt before the war. However, it is able to save money despite the presIf she invests these
also brought out in this investigation ent high prices
in such government securities
that one reason for the “real” high savings
as War Savings Stamps and Treasury
prices of some merchandise existing
time are the result if Savings Certificates she will have inat the
present
of certain women to vested money for future needs.
the

“SKUP.ERT” wit! result in “more money”

SHIP

;

a
to.
ir

-s

DIRECT

—

i

“quicker.’*

TO

INC
THE LARGESTHOUSE IN THE WORLD DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IS

0

the reckless extravagance
on the part of certain women
Teaching Wise Baying
The Savings Division of the Treasury Department is not attempting to
discourage sensible buying. It is tn
ng to teach a woman to spend aci-orliug to her income Not only will
she benefit from snch action, but the
high prices of certain articles of merchandise will surely decrease if the
w men refuse to pay such outlandish
pi .ces for them.

Hubert
>

i

0

tai

‘it isn’t possible to secure
stylish clothing unless you pay
„u exorbitant price for it’’, one

.i.

East and some government established in responsibility for
the care and epatriation of the
Armenian population in the Caucasus, this mass of people must
live sheerly by the charity of the
United States. There are in the
Caucasus approximately 1.800.000 Armenians, of whom 800.000

T

-.r

AvI

S K. U N IC

_

comment.

to

difficult situations in Europe.
Until some political settlement
be obtained for the Near
cat.

SHOES

T.-

3.50 to 3.00 2.75 io 2.50 2.25 to 2 00 1 75
3.00 2.85 to 2.35 2.25 to !.85 1 75 to 1.35 1.50

to

Fine. Dark

Usual Color
Pale

2.00

In the home, at the club and pay any p-ice for thru clothing rewomen
con- gardless of what their ticome may be.
in fact wherever
As an example, the ease in Connecof
the
the
high
question
gregate
ticut where girls earning not over $15
to
cost of clothing is always sure
a week pai l $300 for
come in for a goodly amount ol
illustrates

h

says;
•In accepting your invitation
to become a member of the Exvutive Committee of tlie Near
East committee; 1 do so with
reluctance, hut out of a sense of
duty towards one of the most

12.('0

t:;M

siiNk ;
| _Z_
25.00to20.0011S00to 14.00112.00to

LOOK FOR
THE RED BALL
TRADE MARK

lit ,oo
1 .00
OO.h1
30. OC
V 0 1

BRASSIEItE

'»>

EX7-JAT0 AVERAGE

2 25

BAG

$565.75

one.
w

CHEMISE
GLOVES

_

refuwho.

Syrian

Herbert

j

to kill rats and mice.

3.50

ESTATE OF FRED TIM

3.95
5.00
2.75

COR:ET
UNION SUIT
hose

f'l i.\T
DRESS
HAT

T

Ar

li.tKJO.ttOfl
meuian

PETTICOAT

10.00
15.00
0
6 am
0.00
4.25
40 00
O.(K)
25o. 60
136.00

Relief,

Hast
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Price of Labor.
An Indiana suffragist, who is a widey-known speaker, went to her door the
are entirely destitute—refugees
ether morning to buy some blackberfrom Turkey—and amongst them
ries of a young country woman, reu tremendous mass of children,
ports the Indianapolis News. The ber■'I cannot too strongly urge
ries were fine, but the suffragist wishupon the members of the comed them at a lower price than they
mittee and their supporters the
were offered.
“Why, they just grow
critical necessity of concentratalong the roadside so plentifully that
ing every possible effort to supall you have to do is to pick them.”
port Colonel Haskell’s adminisshe told the woman. “Don't you think
tration in the amounts that he
you are charging a rather exorbitant
requires; otherwise we shall
price for your labor?”
witness one of the greatest tragThe country woman put her boxes
edies of the entire war."
back into her basket. “I've known of
higher-priced labor,” she retorted testily. “Words are more plentiful than 1I
Cornish has and is proud of a freak of
blackberries and yet our club had to
nature that attracts the attention of
nay you .$25 last winter for putting a
It is a
thousands of people every year.
bunch of them together.”
huge rock, estimated to weigh at least
50 tons, so evenly balanced that a child
So far as can be seen, the
can rock it.
His Resolve.
corner on which it rests has a double
“It Is better to do your losing early
It is roughly
bearing on a flinty ridge
In the season.”
cubiform in shape averaging about 8 feet
“I know Hint axiom,” said the baseon a side.
ball manager, “but if I happen to win
few games I'll endeavor to hear it
with resignation.”—Louisville Courier-

guaranteed

o0

>~-A

4 50 to 4.00

Winter

|

as

Ship

These

;.MUSKRAT

_

rail

NOTICE

mittee of Near

place.”

is absolutely

j

Ah' accounts due the late Fred Timm, :f :
not settled before Jan. 1st, 1920, will be j
placed with an attorney for collection.
Repair jobs not called for within the next
ten days will be sold.

mem

u

ecutive

he world, which is the direct result of
lie government’s efforts to stimulate
•he growing of wheat, is described by
Robert H. Moulton in Everybody’s.
“The farm is devoted entirely to
cheat, and if it produces somewhere
>1 round the country’s average of teeny-eight bushels per acre, which is
practically certain, it wil. sold approximately 5.650.000 bushels to the 1919
cheat crop,” says the writer.
“All of the work is being done with
|
tractors.
Last fall when the first
ground was broken, there were fifty
monster machines at work tearing up
’he prairie sod.
They plow on an
average of one acre a minute for the
A
record was made
corking time.
>ne
day of 1.S.X0 acres turned and
»roken.
All the seeding, harvesting,
etc., will also l»e done by tractors, arid
•hen. of course, there are the thrash- j
I
ing machines.
Hence, the absolute
i
no-aceountness of horses about this

RAT-SNAP

|

RESTAURANT.

2

Pay

Extremely High Prices
GET A SHIPMENT OFF-TODAY
| N-iEXTRA URGE|I Nv'I LARGE I| NH MECIUM I N-'l SMAlL I N-

i

Woman for kitchen work at
OCONNELL’S

lie

of tl

tier

C,

to

Aii You Can
And Will

WANTED

Marsh

who

now

come

Largest Farm.
20o.OOO-a<re farm, the largest in

Up

“Shubert” Wants Maine Furs

M, P. Woodcock & Son

By
Courtesy

S H U B E R T‘*

to

bloom for Christmas.

a

Posed

Hoover.

mis

on

Rat-Snap

|

THAT GROW

Dosnerate

Hotv

your rats

|

Herbert

TV.

Back If

Snip

Bli

Christmas Gifts

■

Your Money
Come

I

N i

Rctween the holslievist Russia of toand the old autocratic Russia for
ich Nicholas fought, practical stunts and statesmen find little choice,
'• t
it must be admitted that the auracy produced great men. while the
'i’ter
communism has found only
"tindrels for its leaders.
In the
carding of justice there should be
: ie provision for this
gigantic Ilusn. who in 1014 and 1915
prevented
"many from marching to easy vic-

A

--

Sold

!n the
World.

Asked of Farmers

Says

The soothing, healing oil stimulates the kidneys* relieves Inflammations and destroys the germs w hich
Do not wait until tohave caused it.
morrow.
Go to your druggist today and
insist on GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
In twenty-four hours you
Capsules.
should feel health and vigor returning
and will bless the day you first heard
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil.
After you feel that you have cured
yourself, continue to take one or two
capsules each day, so as to keep in
first-class eondlttcn and ward off the
danger of other a tacks.
Ask for the original Imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three sizes. Money refunded If they do not help you.

diately.

every-

where,
fn boxeo,
10c., 25c.

Medicine

Near East Situation

iy

No Horses

Largest
Sale of Any

Despite High Prices.

1. Each occupant of a farm will be
asked how many years, if any, he worked
on a farm for
wages; how many years, if
any, he was a tenant; and how many
years if any', he farmed as an owner.
2
W hether he (at owns, or (bl
rents,
or (e)
partly owns and partly rents his
farm, or whether (d) he operates the farm
for others as a manager or superintendent.
3.
How many acres in his farm? Number of improved acres? Number of unimproved acres and number of acres of
woodland?
4.
Total value of farm? Total value
of buildings? Value of implements and
machinery on farm?
5.
Whether farm is mortgaged? If so,
the amount of mortgage?
b.
Expenses for feed, fertilizer, and
labor in the year 1919?
7.
Several questions concerning artificial drainage of his farm
8
Number of cows, horses, sheep,
chickens, and other domestic animals on
the farm January 1, 1920?
9.
Quantity and acreage of all crops
grown on the farm in 1919, including
fruits and vegetables?
10. Quantity of milk and butter sold
oil the farm during the year 1919?
11.
Acreage of timber land on farm
and value of same?

All the private fortune of the grand
uke has been lost.
His lands have
sen
confiscated.
At Milan he lives
mfortably, hut very unostentatiously.

,

you feel so “blue'' that
looks yellow, you need

A sluggish liver and poorly acting kWnevs
fail to destroy food poisons, which afieti. '.he
mind as well as the body.

Modish Merchandise at Medium

count,

Late in the summer of 1918 it was
irled by the Yalta soviet to execute
the prisoners. The bolshevik guards
-.hsoluteiy declined to permit the senei.ee of death to he executed and sent
le tiring squad hack to headquarters,
’tree times thereafter executioners
ere sent to kill the prisoners, hut in
ich instance the guard prevented the
•arr.vlng-out of the sentence.
When the Germans came to Yalta
Nicholas declined to permit the Germans to enter the house that had been
is prison, declaring his utter loathBoon after
es of all things German.
a the allies took Yalta and Nicholas
as rescued.

Kidney disease is no respecter of perA majority of the ills afflicting
people today can be traced back to
kidney troubla
The kidneys are the most important
organs of the body.
They are the
filterers, the purifiers, of your blood.
Kfdney disease Is usually indicates! by
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
despondecrcy, backache, stomach trouble. pain in loins and lower abdomen, I
gall stonea gravel, rheumatism, sciatica j
and lumbago.
1
All these derangements are nature’s
signals to warn you that the kidneys!
need
You
should
use
GOLD
help.
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules imme
sons.

PILLS

Expert Buyers Say Women Can Purchase

6
Each person will be asked his occupation and whether he is an employer or
employee or is working on Jiis own ac-

sky

the

even

0.
Each head of a family will be asxed
whether Ins home is owned by him or
rented.
If owned, whether tiie home is
mortgaged or free of debt.

Important Questions

that American exporters must not hereafter expect government aid, meaning
that it is time to return to before the
war conditions.
That European governments are caiiing strenuously for aid is
not proof positive that American assistance is needed, for American financiers
who have beer, in Europe do not appear
to regard the need of foreign aid to be as
necessary as is claimed. They say that
in the Allied countries the individual
financial resources are great.
Much
money has been made duriug the war
and although the governments have expended much the peoples have prospered
Evidently Secretary Glass believes that
the Allied governments can hereafter
finance themselves at home.—Bangor

~~

NOT YOUR HEART
IT’S YOUR KIDNEYS

Commercial.

language.

ngutshed prisoners.

Glass in liis annual report
practically that the United States
government will not endeavor hereafter
to finance the needs of Europe and also
says

DO THE WOMEN OF NEW
ENGLAND REALLY KNOW When
HOW TO BUY CLOTHES? BEECHAIVTS

over

When the bolshevik! gained control
Russia Nicholas was residing at
riis. where he had been governor unrhe czar and under the I.voff
He was summoned to Yalta
egime.
the bolshevik authorities and obeyed
.r
summons.
His brother, his wife,
sister-in-law and other members of
family and his suite were iinprised with him.
Twenty-five bolshevik
Micrs were detailed to guard the dls-

Cards

Christmas

! IT’S

Secretary

Largest and Best Selected

Line of

Following is a list of six questions
which must be answered by all
persons
and a list of eleven
qrestious which are
the most important which will be
asked
of farmers. To facilitate the
work of
taking the Census all should be prepared
to answer promptly.

of the War—His Splendid GenIs

A WISE CONCLUSION.

Must Be

Answered.

Story of Great Russian Military Commander Most Amazing Romance

eralship

Questions

AMERICAN RAW FURS

RAT-SNAP

25-2? W Austin Ave.

Dept. 2733Cliicago, U.S.A.

KILLS FATS
Also mice. Absolutely prevents odors fnm i
One package proves this.
RAT|
SNA!’ comes in cakes—no mixing with other
food. Guaranteed
2£c
size
(1 cake) enough for Pantry, j
Kitchen or Cellar.
50c size (2 cakes) fur Chicken House, coops,
or small buildings
$1.00 size (5 cake- ) enough for all farm and
out buildings, storage buddings, or factory ;

carcass.

“Fowls not fed any beef scrap or other animal protein laid only 90 eggs
during their pullet year at compared with 157 eggs from beef scrap hens.

j

The 'Meat Course
of the Hen Menu
PORTLAND MEAT SCRAP

buildings.

Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug
A. Howes & Co. and Hal!-Ellis Co.

♦

Store, A.

practically all BEEF s rap. Littleit any
pork meat scrap is in it’s con s.turn.
is

<

Quarries,
Factory
Locations,

a;j

i

PORTLAND is safe t > use. Never gets
rancid. Has veiy high protein value.
Your dealer sells this old established reliable brand
We l a- a 24
memo booklet we w ill I
glad to it. :1 you or. receipt ol youi ad ir-.-s
PORTLAND RENDERING COMPANY*
I
Portland, Maine

__

Mill Sites,

Farms,

Sites for Summer
Hotels and
!

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity v.o those desiring;to
make a change r. location for a;new
start in life.

Undeveloped

Thousands of housewives hereabouts have

placed the SUPREME CLASS A l mark of
school days on SUPERBA Food Products.
The excellence of these goods is sure to
appeal to your family circle.
''SUPERBA on the Label—SUPERB for your Table.

Power,

Water

Unlimited RawMaterial

I

,-.ND

Good

AWaIT development.

819

Communications regarding locations are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to,

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO.
Portland, Maine.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

CENTRAL

1

Why not try SUPERBA Canned Goods. Teas and
Coffees? Buy by the Case—assorted; it’s economical.
THE dealer in your neighborhood sells the SUPEPBA line.

Farming Land

MAINE

!

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

__—

I

Albert E. Andrews

willingness

Real Fstate~Timberlands

I NATION TO OBSERVE

WITH CHAPIN

ROOMS

THRIFT WEEK JAN. 17
Information

received

at

:e

Sav-

ings Division, First Federal Reserve
states
from
Washington,
District,
that
starting January 17 a Thrift
Week will be held throughout the
country under the auspices of the Y.
M. C. A.
ing

the

for the purpose of increasfinancial

and

"10-

EL.

thrift^.

’1

FARM

stamp!

Two

AcENCY

tf30

I
j

ROOM 3

TYPEWRITER

Telephone 223-3

running
i Inquire

Late

tenement

with

water and electric

light*,

room

at 42 Union Street.
tf49

land,

live inii

re-

walk.
Good

SALVAGE
Turn your trash into cash by selling
old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, mag-

j

your

j

material to

azines, bags, burlaps, metals and all waste
SAM FREEDMAN,
!
Tel. 229 4.
It) Cross St., Belfast.
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

FOR SALE.

TO LET
Three

of

H. L. SEEKINS, City.

DENTIST
MASONIC UMPLE

acres

from station, school, stores, c;<
buildings. Price right. Inquire

FELLOWS’ BLOCK

Dr. M. C. Stephenson

industrial

ing and safe in estment. The Savings Division will co-operate with the

ODG

Telephone 16-12

strength of the nation and for the
purpose of teaching the people the
derived
from steady savbenefits

Y. M. C, A.

6-7

a i crn roiM

model

(No.

10)

Smith

Premier

New Kitcnen Ranges ard

Parlor Heaters
Typewriter. Visible writer. Cost $100,
In perfect condition. Complete with new to be sold at 25 per cent olT from regular
price. Its up to you.
platen and ribbon for $10.00. Address,
J. AUS TIN MCK.EEN,
M., Journal Ollice, Belfast, Me.
44
Belfast, Maine.
45tf

NAVE

YOUJCROFULA?

Said to Be

Now

as Often Acquired
Inherited.

aa

It is

generally

and

chiefly indicated

by eruptions and sores, but in many
cases it enlarges the glands of the
neck, affects the internal organs, especially the lungs, and if neglected

into consumption.
It causes many troubles, and is
aggravated by impure air, unwholesome food, bad water, too much heat
or coid, and want of
proper exercise.
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the medicine
that has been used with so much
satisfaction by three generations, is
wonderfully successful in the treatment of scrofula. Oive it a trial.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed,
take Hood's Pills,—there is nothing
better for L'liousness or constipation.

develop

mav

VVIMERRORT

day morning from the Peter Bent Brig- Christian cross. The dainty queen with
ham hospital in Boston, where he had her maidens also added to the attractive
been to consult the eminent specialists of appearance of the scene. Aged Caifc,
that institution. A great many friends high priest of Adin, gave us an idea of
regret the continued ill health of Mr. the way in which pagans worshipped
Atwood who was our popular druggist their gods.
In scene two Bold Robin Hood and his
for a number of years, whose customers
always found him genial and obliging, as merry men saved Maid Marion from
well as a first-class prescription pharma- Stephen of Trent, who desired to wed
her.against her wishes. Friar Tuck was
cist.
ever present with his wit and good humor.

star,

spend-

are

sev-

at tiis home here

eral days last week suffering with
jured hand.
A. Campbell

their farm this

sev-

an

more

thrilling and interesting each night.

On

Friday evening, Dec. 19th, there

are

winter, having

living

there will be work in typewriting, seedtesting and milk testing. Dr. Augustus

closed

Congregational Circle Tuesday evening.
A line supper and pleasant evening was
enjoyed by all.
Judge Ellery Bowden is having a barn
on his farm above the village on
the river road.
Leslie Mayo and Frank
Donnes are the carpenters.
erected

Mr. and Mrs. C. C.

Clements,

Mrs. F.

T.

Bussey, Mrs. L. E. White of West
Wmterport and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of
attended

tained

a

C.

A.

ing.

McKenney

Hall,
enter-

party of friends Saturday after-

and evening, the guests being Mr.
and Mrs. F. C. Young, Mr. and Mrs. ,CR. Hill and Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements.
noon

The relatives and friends here of Mrs.
Walter Bickford of White’s

men
of note were their
ladies fair.
All were attired in Colonial
costumes and danced the Virginia reel.
In scene five we see an army scene of
the Civil war with a pretty Red Cross
nurse ever present with her helping hand.
In the sixth scene Lincoln gave his Gettysburg address and then Columbia, draped in a large American flag, sang Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean, and at the
close all of the 150 participants were
grouped around her singing America.
The principal characters were:

has combined to

t

Ring Ethelbert,
Queen Bertha,
Caifi,

With blocks ot power running as high as 10,000 horse power under active consideration and with the industrial future of the territory depending on an
ample supply of
water power, the Company’s plain duty was to develop more power—and this it is

Crucifer,

State

As this is

the first time that Dr.

Brooks, all are looking forward with much pleasure to this
part of the program. Following this pro1 nomas has been

in

Iagoo,
Hiawatha,
Washington,
!
Jefferson,
ments, candy and various articles will be
Lafayette,
Our famous fortune teller will
on sale.
gram there will be a dance. There will
be booths about the hall where refresh-

j

hand to tell your future. No admission will be charged to the exhibition.
be

on

a

!

Historical Pageant at Union hall last Friday evening. The program was as fol-

|

The pupils of the Brooks schools held

lows:
Scene I. Coming of the Cross into England.
Scene II.

Bold

Robin Hood and

his

Scene

III.

American

Indians’

First

Thanksgiving.

Cornerregret

Scene IV.

her death which occurred at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Hopkins in Monroe, Monday, Dec. 8, and

Scene V.

A Colonial Garden Party.
Days of ’fil Army Life.

Scene VI.

Lincoln’s Gettysburg AdColumbia, the Gem of the Ocean

nouncements

doing.

At
can

Dolly Madison,
I’ompey (servant)

Nurse,

Drummer,
Flag Bearer,
Lincoln,
Columbia,
Master of Pageant,

the occupancy of Mr. and Mrs. Spangler

Cushing Chapter, O. E. S., elected of.
fleers as follows at its regular meeting
last week: Worthy Matron, Mrs. Cora B.

STORE OPEN 8 A. M. TO 9

Just 6
If you

add

Th

fair, sale and supper held at the I.
f. banquet hall Friday afternoon
arid
citing under the auspices of Mizpah ebekali Ledge was a success, about
me hundred dollars being realized. Much
credit is due those who have sewed,
vorked or contributed to the success of
'•

the

Rockpor.,

Three thousand shares of this issue have been reserved for our 2,277 stockholders—
average of only a trifle over one share to a stockholder. More than 70C of the remaining 2,43s shires have already been sold. This leaves considerable less than 2,000 shares
to supply the demand of our own territory.

: :.s

is well remembered here in the
was l orn 62 jeers ago
where he lived until the removal of

father,

the

late Rorter

Lufkin,

I

Boyington,
ufkiri, both of

Mr.

Mrs.

and

CHAFING

Toys, Dolls, Games,

reside

THiRMOS

BOTTLES,

Sleds, Carts,
Rocking Horses,

Mechanical Toys,

?

oils, Carriages,

Maine

Better

Gets

The Federal System of Bakeries will open

-sunlight bakeries,

39 Main St., Belfast,

on

Bread--

of their modern,

one

at-

Saturday, December 20th

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OH MRS. MARY SWEATT

We also have tables with 25?., 50c., 75c and $1 00 articles

displayed

ON THE SECOND FLOOR we have a waiting and rest room where
Here on this floor we have everything in
can leave your parcels.
Cut Glass, Hand Painted China, Manicure Sets, Comb and Brush Sets,
Pocket Books, Leather Goods, Pictures, Books for grown-ups and children, Electric Lamps, BrassGoods, Dishes. Also the Edison and Columbia
Phonographs arid records. Ask to see the “BUBBLE BOOK,” a new story
for children, including three stories and three disc records, only $1.00.

The Federal Oven is the only real improvement in the baking business for the last
fifty years. This wonderful invention bakes eighty' perfect loaves of golden brown
Only the highest grades of materials are used
deliciousness every forty minutes.
throughout and all work is done before the watchful eye of the public.

EAT MORE OF IT

BREAD IS YOUR BEST FOOD.

FEDERAL BREAD
This rule is easy to follow when good bread is available.
from Maine to California and back again is the best that’s made.

you

m~

FRED D. JONES, Belfast

Atwood arrived home Wednes-

Federal System of Bakeries

Kuppenheimer

A

Mackinaw

Suit

or

give

A Bath Robe

good

warm

or a

Underwear

good dress

:

up

Shirt
or

Peach Jacket

Cap or Hat
A [Sheep Lined Coat

or a

or

fur

Boy

our

$1.00

A Mackinaw or

Suspenders or Belt
A gold plated Knife and Vest

Something practical, that’s the thing this year.
lowest that equal quality can be bought for anywhere.
to your satisfaction on home inspection.

family"

family
interest

coat

or

Arm Elastics

Gloves for dress use
A nice V Neck Sweater
A Leatherette Coat

of the

Would not make

toque

or a

Cap

or

Shirt
A Good Sweater
We assure you our prices
Your money back if goods

car.

And besides

we

are

sent direct.

Power

The

price

Co.,

are
are

It Stands to Reason
Does it Not.
That

shop which from

end of the year to the
is the shop of
greatest service to you at Christmas.
a

other, specializes

on

one

gifts and giving,

For your convenience our shop is arranged with gifts
specially priced from 35 cents to $10.00, including
Baskets, Hand-made Linens, Hand-decorated Flower
Hots and Candy Boxes oi tin, Dolls and Toys tor the

Kiddies, Velvet Bags. Rustcraft and Pholson gift lines
and a Most Exclusive Line of Christmas Greeting
Cards.

bake-

TREE

The Blue Bird Gift

Shop

E. K. BRIER & CO., Belfast, Me.

Yet

we

the
not

BELFAST, MAINE

have many articles

“chauffeur” of your

closing out at prices that will

that no bond be required from the executrix
of said will is contained in the petition lor
probate thereof.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and nineteen. The following matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ordered, th it notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
order to be

The Best Wood Stove is
THE

really

CHEAPEST

you.

PKOBAIt NOTICES

this

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.
THE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS,

pleasing contrast.

To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:

An Indian Suit
A good pair of Hose
Some Flannel Bell Blouses

us

READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.

Sheep Lined

Coat
Some Underwear
A

a

that are pleasing and also necessary to the

FOR THE BOY
A Widow Jones’ Suit or Over-

Pajamas

Chains

A

Coat

or

swell
$1 50 lies

One of

A flannel

Sweater

the Man

FOR THE BEST FELLOW

Over-

coat

Some

or

AND A PAIL OF GREASE

Timely Suggestions

FOR FATHER OR BROTHER
A

keep the earnings of
enterprise?

in this great

MAINE

BELFAST,

-Come to the clean white store at the foot of the hill and watch

YOUR CHRISTMAS
of what to

us

AUGUSTA, MAINE

FLASH LIGHTS

to help the shoppers whose time is limited.

ton, and ail will spend the winter there.
Others from here
spending the winter at.
San Diego are Vlrs. A. W.
Shaw, Mrs.
Margaret A. Niles and Miss Alice Bolan.

Few

join

with

we

be

Central

--Belfast

carry Dinner Sets, Toilet Sets, Xmas Cards and Booklets, Glass W'are,
Silver Ware, Pyrtx Glass, Cameras, Fountain Pens, Jack-Knives, etc.

We

slay at the

who leave for San
Diego, Calif., the last
of ti.e month, among whom will be Mr.
ai.d Mrs, Chas. A.
McKenney of this village and Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins of Stock-

A

Will you

AT LAST!

ON THE STREET FLOOR

Unit of their daughter and
husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Ringwall cf
Boston.
Mr. and Mis. Young will join the
party

fred C

DISHES,

Dolls’ Furniture

Frank C. Young and
Young, left the first
a

Shopping Days

a

to our customers

placed with any employee
share.
The yield 6 1-2% net

can

JLuMNUM WARE, NICKLE PLATED WAR',

Miss Ruth

<M the present week for

is $107.50

are

here.

authter,

Orders

M.

FINE! STATIONERY 25c. TO $2 00 PER BOX

to

brother,

whom

Maine power in Maine.

YOU WILL FIND AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF

New burg when a young man.
Besides
his Immediate family of four
children,
"f whom are married, he left a
sister,
Mrs. L. I!.
anc
Ai :.ur

as

By selling pthis stock

In Our Basement Salesroom

Hth,

village where le
am-

that more than 4,000 customers in our territory have
expressed
interested in the purchase of this stock and that more than 1,0JO are actively considering its purchase bv or before January 1, it can be seen that those who desire
this stock for January delivery should mak? their reservations promptly.

Considering

themselves

Gifts for Women. Gifts for Men, Gifts for Children

who died

suddenly at a hospital where he had
for surgical treatment on
Monday,

very
gone

Lee.

of

it will

for them, where assortments are large, qualities dependable and
PRICES LOW
We were never bett r prepared to supply your
Christmas needs than this year.

:fair, and to the public for its liberal
Lufkin

price

an

Belfast’s Greatest Christmas Store

patronage.
Edwin

When the entire output of this plant can be sold at the present average
than one million dollars a year to the Company’s revenues.

more

To finance the work now in hand on a development which will mean so much to the
Company, to stockholders and to Maine, the Company has been authorized by the Public
Utilities Commission to issue 5,438 shares of Central Maine Power Company 7% Cumulative non-assessible preferred stocx and to sell it at $107.50 a share.

still debating what to buy for Christmas read through the
Included are only a few of the
suggestions in this announcement
hundieds of articles in this store suitable for gifts, but they will help
you. If you have made up your mind what you are to give, but have
not yet selected the articles come to

Orrie Moody.
1

More

at

peculiarly favorable location for a development. A large amount
a reasonable cost.
So the Skowhegan site was selected.

The first year this plant is put in operation should save the Company about $120,000
This is is the money now spent for coal and for power
in operating expenses.
bought
from other companies.

Richard Palmer
Millard Boulter
Mildred Bowen
Faustina Roberts
Vera Patterson
Admah Emmons
Laura Jones
Isabelle Clements
Hattie McKinley
William Nickerson
Vera Croxford
Fred McKinley
Richard Palmer
Merton Fogg
Roy Littlefield
Herbert Ryan
Blanche Beckwith

Morning

Cowan; Associate Matron, Miss Juanita
A Hill; Conductress, Mrs. EfTie Barrows;
Associate Conductress, Clara Cole; Secretar)', Annie R. Fernald; Treasurer, Mrs.

1

be developed there

in the

season.

was a

On this site the Company has begun the erection of a power house. By early fall
power should be developed there. -Wheel pits and foundation will be built for
an ultimate development ot 20,000 horse power—more than all the other water
power
stations of the Company combined.

Raymond Quimby
dress.
The teachers had the affair in charge
extend sympathy to the husband and and America.
and the co-operation of the students
parents.
In the first scene the king gowned in a helped to make the entire pageant a
The extensive repairs and improve- robe of royal purple velvet with a golden success. The school extends its hearty
thanks to all who helped in any way to
ments on tRe summer home recently ac- i crown on his head showed his majestic
carry out the plans which have brought
1
in
the
Mrs.
his
Lillian
followers
were
F.
power
way
quired by
per- so much to the school, not only in funds
Spangler of
Bangor, are completed for the present. ! suaded io follow the teachings of the but realization of personal ability.
There remains some interior decorating
to be done la.er to get it in readiness for
next

Skowhegan

8,000 horse

Lewis Libby

John Adams,
Martha Washington,
Mary Martin,
Mistress Livermore,
Susan Livermore,
Ellen Livermore,
Anne Jefferson,

| Captain,
General,

That is why manufacturers are turning to our territory. Outstanding examples are
the silk industries at Readfield and Richmond, and the great fishing industry at Rockland.
Others are seriously considering this territory, but are not ready to make definite an-

Daniel Gould
Charles Neally
Jerome Quimby

Madison,
Franklin,
General Walters,

Red Cross

Merry Men.

V/l ANUFACTURERS now operating with steam are turning to water power. To obtain
it, they must go where it can be had, in large quantities, at a reasonable price.

Frank Goodwin
Adrian Elwell
Albert Bowen
Barbara Stevens
John Parker
Harold Payson
Roy Littlefield
Bernard Cunningham
Winslow Ryder

Little John,
Friar Tuck,
Maid Marion,
The Elder,
Deacon Foxcroft,

give Maine its greatest Industrial Opportunity.

IT1

John Gibbs
Florence McAndless
Searle Rideout
Harold Payson
Osborne Payson

Superintendent of St. Augustine,
be the speaker of the even- Robin Hood,

Thomas,
Schools, will

North Waldo

Pomona grange at Granite Grange
North Searsport, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs.

clude work from the grades and from the
Senior High schools. This
will include papers in arithmetic, writing,
composition, etc. From the High schools

matron at the

was

The exhibition will in-

Junior and

O.

Fellows

W hite’s Corner

school exhibition and fair at

a

Crockett’s hall.

The rising price of fuel and the uncertainty of the labor markets

panying the

a

in-

their village home.
Mrs. T. G.

heroes,
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, John
Gen.
WalAdams, Benjamin Franklin,
ters and Marquis de Lafayette.
Accom-

two-reel episode of Eddie Polo in “The
Lure of the Circus” which is growing

will be

Miss Bessie Carleton entertained
eral school friends Friday evening.

on

reel of late current events and

a

supply power to the factories and varied industries which are moving to Maine, the
Central Maine Power Company is developing a power station at Skowhegan that
will more than double its water-generated power. This development will cut its operating
costs nearly $120,000 a year and.will increase its earning power by over a million dollars a
year. To the people of its territory the Company offers an opportunity to share in its
earnings by the purchase of preferred slock issued to finance the Skowhegan development.
1

four presented some of our noted

shown in the big five-reel pro“The Trail of Yesterday” in

duction,
Crockett’s Theatre last Saturday night;

Miss Trerarton left Thursday to spend
the holidays with friends in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. C

Lytell,

was

Opportunity

TO

thanksgiving,

famous movie

ever

native

who led in singing that famous hymn of
the 100th Psalm. Scene

Jones and family.
the

group of Incostume with Iagoo
a

as leaders.
They were
preparing to welcome the Pilgrims of the
Then came the Pilgrims
Mayflower.
with their renowned elder and deacon

to her work Saturday after spending a 15
days’ vacation with her parents, W. S.
Bert

in

showed

and Hiawatha

Miss Christine A. Jones, who has employment in Washington, D. C., returned

also

James and Thomas Bowden

was

dians

a

ing the winter in New Hampshire.

C. S. Nason

Scene three

BROOKS.

Maine’s Power is Maine’s

published

three weeks

EDITH A. YATES, late of Belfast, deceased.
Petition presented in vacation on 16th day of
December A. D. 1919, by McClintock Building
Company, a corporation located at Belfast in
said county by John R. Dunton, its Treasurer,
duly authorized, creditor of the estate of said
deceased, for the appointment of Charles R.
Coombs of Belfast as administrator.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
CHAS. E. JO.INSON, Register.

suc-

cessively in The Republican Journal, a newsin said County,
paper published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Belfast, on the second Tuesday of
January, being the thirteenth day of said
month, A. D. 1920, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cauife
ROY A FIELDS, late of Winterport, deceased. Petition of Annie A. Fields for her
appointment as administratrix without bond.
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and p tition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Jessie
| S. Pattee, the executrix named therein under
the name of Jessie M. Pattee.
Application

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will b° held at
their banking rooms in Searsport on Tuesday,
Jan. 13, 1920, at 2 o’clock p. m., to elect directors for the ensuing year and transact any
other business as may legally come before the

meeting.
Iw51

Mr.

W. R. BLODGETT, Cashier

and Mrs.

Ernest L.

Toner were

called to Orono, Me., last week by the
death of her brother.

BUY THE

BEST

AT

COST

The Genuine Round Oak
Sold by Hutchinson’s Stove Store
Is conceded to be the best. Ask your neighbor that

owns one

H. H. HUTCHINSON, Brooks, Maine

KITTENS WANTED
WILL BUY a few dozen healthy, longhaired Coon Kittens if shipped at once.
Write, describing as to color, age and
C. C. GARLAND,
sex,
Old Town, Maine.
2w51
A fast and interesting game of basket
ball was played in Union hall last Thursday night between Castine Normal school
and Brooks High school, the score being
C. N. S. 38; B. H. S. 23.

Leave orders with F. M.

or

WALTER

B. DUTCH.
Lawrence E. denkens has gone to Dex-

ter, Me., wiiere lie has employment in
the Fay & Scott machine shop.

Stop! Look!! Listen!!!

NEW

Henry O Trundy, Belfast, and Daniel
tii,ns, Morrill, advertise Ideal Maine
.,ges direct from the foundry.
H. Hutchinson, Brooks, advertises
Genuine Round Oak stove for wood,

House, 319-3

he Colonial Theatre publishes picture I
for the week,
ae tax collectors of the city of Belfast j
towns of Monroe. Stockton Springs
'■
Islesboro advertise unpaid taxes of
-resident owners.
J
Dinsmore Store advertise their Tuesday at the home of her
.e
brother,
I
proof Hose and Saint Nic Rubber Scott Tolman of South Boston. She was
s for Christmas.
about 53 years old.
ed D. Jones suggests an Edison for
North
Belfast
3tmas and offers special terms; and
Rev
Norman
a large line of Christmas goods,
McKinnon of Franklin, N
H., whose
e Waldo Trust Co. advertises their
death was announced last week, served
stmas Club and gives plan of payas pastor of the Congregational church
also trustees elected at annual
in this viliage during thesummer of 18D0.
mg.

„ram

He

M. and Walter B. Dutch offer Christrees for sale.
C. Garland, Old Town, wants coon
S.

York publishes

a

caution

and respect....This community

e.

L.

Davis

publishes

Windsor Hotel
lien girls.

She

Christmas

a

wants table and

wants

McLaughlin offers 12 horses for

ad Garage & Machine wo., have Pyyour radiator and other things for
f.leral System of Bakeries gives
opening next Saturday.

sad-

resident of this village
Her remany friends.

evening in the rooms of Chemical No. 1.
....Rev. Harry Daniels of Caribou arrived
His mother, Mrs. A 5. DanTuesday.
with him to Caribou
return
is
to
iels,
where she will spend the winter. ..Mrs.

no-

George Miller, who has been sev ill with blood poisoning in his
is gaining rapidly and is now able
up and dressed.

Marthon Doak is spending the week
with friends and relatives in Augusta
and Skowhegan.

She

was

late

snow storm of last
Sunday followgenuine log mull with vapor rising
several feet above the ground.
Monday
the thermometer registered 1
above;
Tuesday morning 4 below and hovered
around zero all day.
Wednesday came
in bright and
lair, but 14 below zero.
a

Remember the eighteenth annua! concert and ball under the
auspices of the
Hook
Ladder
Bert

Company,

Benn.r,

captain,

will be gi ven in the Armory tomorrow, Friday, evening. This is an op-

portunity

to express

gratitude

your

to

in

a

substantial way

the

in

department
which the public has confidence.

Supper will be furnished by the Ladies’
Aid Society.
Admission, 10 cents. Sup
25 cents, children, 15
per for adults,
cents....N. S. Donahue, County Agent,
delivered a helpful address to the farlast Saturday
mers of the community

pressed

12th.

Mansfield's

The

ed

Horace Wentworth, is planning to
give an entertainment by the pupils in
the church vestry, Friday night, to raise
funds to buy a Victrola for the school.

V

n

earn-

Mrs.

adv. of baby wanted to board,
•arsport National Bank gives notice
nual meeting.

Coombs

a

Mrs.

Mrs. Pattee.

had
mains are to be brought here for burial.
An obituary notice will appear later...
School closes Friday and ttie teacher,

Davis Sample Shop makes sugges'or Christmas.
Jtch Bros, advertise all the goodies
;ej for the Christmas dinner.

R.

long

where she

e

arles

was

of

M. Mathews, who has been clerk in the
office for some time, will continue with

aened upon learning of the death Monday
of Mrs. James Roberts of Thomasion.

Central Maine Power Co. publishes
.tstmas adv. and also offers for sale
preferred stock.
-rt

was

widow

I here is no foundation whatever
for
the report that the local
Pejepscot plant
is to be moved from Belfast. The president and directors of the
company have
been here the past week and made
plans
for enlarging their yard, by
filling in, for
storing purposes. The local piant is one
of the company’s principal assets.
The
i

following

the past week

is the record of games
at the Ward alley: Dec.

9th, Ray, 1293, Robinson, 1239: Dec. 10th,
Rondeau, 1361: Blazo, 1306; Dec. 12th,
Keene, 1299, Cooke, 1225; Dec. 15th, Rondeau, 1204, Robinson, 1210. Team standing: won, Ray, 4, Rondeau, 3, Keene, 2,
Haley, 2, Cooke, 2, Roierscn, 2, Robin
son, 2, French, i, Spinney, 1, Blazo. 1;
lost, Rav, C, Rondeau, 2, Kee.ie, 2,
Haley, 2, Cocke, 2, Rolerson, 2, Robinson, 3, French, 2, Spinney, 2, Blazo, 3
Warner

eve.

Mr. John Pullman of New
prietor of the Dell Factory

Brooks, the

New England manager of the Federal System of Bakeries,
and Mrs. Mary Sweatt. the local manager, are here installing the new plant in
the Lancaster store on Mam street. John
Ronarquist, supervising baker, is also
here to insure perfect oaking. The company owns over 1,001) stores from Maine
to California, and operates 5 flour mills
of their own. Thei' oven invention is
claimed to be the first improvement in 50
years arid bakes a loaf that stays fresh 4
days. Bread is sold out today and baked
tomorrow in their business.
See their
display advt. this week and a bigger one
next week.

was

notified and arrived last week.

is

guest at the Windsor.

a

|

at three o’cleck.

ternoon

government of
the people, by the people, for the people,
whose just powers are derived from the

I

I

Begin to Pay Jan. 15

AT FRED D. JONES’
HEADQUARTERS

A paper

COLUMBIA
GRAFONOLA

‘'The

\ou may select NOW any

en-

Man

Frank R.
on

W odcock’s paper which
the program for this date.

The first of

series of card

a

j

J

One-tenth purchase price. Balance in

parties,

Buy now while our assortment is complete.
Phono’s from $25.00 to $295.90.

FRED D. JONES, Belfast, Maine
i

i

DON’T WAIT

!

|
j

LEAVE YOUR

Pu^e Xmas Candy,

Cranberries, 2 quarts tor
Mixed Nut*, best quality, per lb,.
Sweet 0rangt8, largest size, per dozen.
Sweet Oranges large size, per dozen,
Sweet Oranges, medium size, per dozen
Turkey*, Geese, Ducks and Chickens.
Pork Roasts Cut from
The REST CAKE

A

MILLINERY SALE

j

Frimmed and Untrimmed Hats

j

SILK BEAVERS. VELOURS & TRIMMING
AT A GREAT DISCOUNT

was

in the nature of

For the Next Two

y i y iy |
program

Solid Mahogany Clock
with Crimes
Dainty Silk Shade Read-

ing Lamp
A nice Decorated Dinner
Set
A pair os Warm Blankets
Handsome Cedar Chest
A Pretty Rug
A Nice Picture
A pair of Portieres
Handsome Window

Mahogany Writing

Table

Desk.

Lots ot

A Leather

Upholstered

Foot Rest
A Leather Upholstered
Easy Rocker

Folding Card Table

Draperies
or

Uandu shaving Mirror
~Comfortable Reed Rocker
Telephone Stand, Mahogany or Oak
Mahogany or Walnut
Dressing Table
Smokers S'a rid in Mahogany or Oak

Things

X acey Sectional
Case

Rook

tor the Kiddies

Kiddie Cars with rubber tires, Brass Doll Beds with
with mattress, Rocking Horses, Reed Doll Carriages,
Lots of Childs’ Rockers,Self Steering Coaster Wagons

The exclusive itraue of cod-liver oil used iu Scott’s tmabura is the famous
S & H. Process,” made in Norva: and refined in our own American
laboratories. It is a guarantee <f purity and palatabiiity unsurpassed.
Scott &

Bowue, Bloomfield, N. J

The Davis

i

Miss L it

a

and

the

It

Save

ideal

Chemise

(Crepe

l>-ij

closing with an eloquent appeal for a larger Americanism and a deeper and fuller

patriotism.

De Chene and Wash Satin)

$2.50

to

$2,75

to 3.95

CHRISTMAS,

DAVIS SAMPLE

High Street, Clark’s Corner,

Maine

HENRY O. TRUNDY,
Belfast.

|

B Ifast, Maine

Watervilie

Morrill.

18th ANNUAL
I

-given by-

ill* fast Hook & l.adder to., No. I
I

BELFAST ARMORY
-ON-

briday Eva, Dejembjr

19

j
Music

Waldo

Trust Company

Chief

BEL' AST, DA E,
At the Annual Meeting of the Waldo
Trust Company, held November 18, 1919,
the following Trustees were elected:
11. N McDougall
J. W. Blaisdell
C. R. Coombs
F. A Cushman
W. ,J. Dorman
Wilson Ellis
William Farwell
W. II Hall
James H. Howes
A. E. Kilgore
Amos W. Knowlton

T. N. Pearson
Anson N. Shibles
M. L, Slugg
R. D. Soutlnvorth
H. H. Stevens
E. D. Tapley
O. W. Tapley
W. L. West
Norman H. White

T. F. PARKER,

HOP

Ranges

DANIEL HIGGINS,

Sample Shop

$1.251 Camisoles $1.25

YOURS FOR A MERRY

Money Buying Direct

AGENTS

political situation, analyzing and commenting on some of the disturbing elements now so much in evidence, and

Waists $1.49 to $9.98

THE

Main St.

to the Home

NOYES STOyE CO.,

was

ed judgment and character of the speaker
He closed with' a review' of the present

Foundry

rrom

Jay cake with 33 candles and the name
He was presented
of the honored guest.
with a bouquet of beautiful red carnaColonel Hersey’s response heid
tions.

We have a most complete line of these useful gifts in the season’s most
dainty colors
and style, each one packed in a neat Xmas box and priced right for the usual gift.

75c. to

Ferguson,

elaborate decorations

patrictic in recognition of Col. Mersey’s Civil War experiences. The elab! orate menu included ar. immense binh-

Suggestions for Xmas
‘Waists, Camisoles, Boudoir Caps and Chemise
Caps,

ERMS, C ASH

Shop will he closed during months >f January and February.
First of March will open with all the latest style.-,
Spring Millinery.

were

Wishes to thank the public for the wonderful support given its five days’ sale of
Women s Coats that we were giving great valuesi is proven
by the empty hangers on
our racks; but nevertheless there are always a few
good bargains left after such a sale,
and it it has just dawned on ycu that the oid coat is beginning to show wear or is not
qi ite warm enough, come in and see the still greater bargains we are offering in coats.

Boudoir

Weeks, beginning Dec. 11, 1919

friendly surprise and was under the auspices of the Unitarian Alliance. The

Taken faithfully for a reasonable length of time, Scott’s
seldom fails to freshen the blood, build
up the general
^
health and impart a feeling of well-being to the body.
For that tired-out feeling take Scott’s Emulsion.
I
\

Sponge, Lager, Snowflake.
Golden, Chocolate, Raisenette,

Fruit,
Raspberry.

line impromptu effort, evidencing the
splendid mental qualities and well-ripen-

LASTING GIFT

It will remain in daily use—an ever-present reminder of the giver—when
Asa sugges ion we list
most Christmas presents are lost or forgotten.
a few of the hundreds of presents on our floors for your|selection.

Pigs.

the market from ‘Ok Grove

on

Cassia

a

IS

oung

,7JC
i(,c

Farm”—Rosebud

a

Warren boy and came here as clerk of
the Windsor before going to Boston. The

the interest and attention of all.

A Gift for the Home

lb..

per

Rest

Windsor will have extensive repairs in
As the Christmas holiday season is ap- the
spring and many modern improvethe
Post
Office Department
proaching,
ments will be added. They have two
suggests to the public the urgent need of
mailing their Christmas parcels early. sections of the Dunton block adjoining
It is anticipated b> the department offi- the hotel which gives them in all GO concials that the Christmas mail will be un- venient rooms.
They have leased the
usually heavy this year, and that in order j
and carriage house to Merle K.
to secure the best service possible from 1 garage
The Windsor has an excelthe parcels post that, parcels should he ! Whitcomb
securely wrapped, plainly addressed, and lent reputation and is liberally patronbearihe sender’s name in the upper left ized
by the town’s people fo: public and
hand corner, and mailed ear.y, thus |
'1 he travelling public
avoiding the inevitable congestion of; private parties.
mails winch will surely occur if every- also speak well of its management, parbody waits until the last day or two be- tieularlv of its menus and dining room
fore Christmas.
The department also
Messis. Jones & Whittier also
service.
urgent1 y requests that senders of parcels
to cater to auto parties with the
shoulc not attach adhesive seals or stick- j plan
shore
dinners the market affords.
best
ers, other than lawful postage stamps, to
Henry B. Cunningham and Albert L. Ed
the address side of parcels.
i
Parcels pre- wards will remain as clerks.
pared ‘or mailing it. accordance with
these instructions are sure to receive the!
The Journal is indebted to Mr. Fred W.
best service that the post office departof San Jose, Calif., for a copy of
Angier
ment can afford for prompt Christmas ;
Parcels may be mark- The Mercury Herald of Nov. 23rd giving
holiday delivery.
ed “Not o be opened until Christmas” or ; an account of the celebration Nov. 14th,
with a similar direction.—AUSTIN W.
j in honor of the 83rd birthday of Col. Philo
IvEATING Postmaster.
Hersey, a former resident of Belfast.

fv i

TODAY AT

FOB YOUR XMAS DINNER

been clerk at the Adams House in
Boston for 12 years and was also at the
was

ORDER

Dutch Bros." Cash Store

lias

He

ten monthly

payments.

tend and enter the lists.

Parker House for two years.

and have it
All that

Mrst Payment January 15th

was

a

ots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.
1
therefore bebeve it is my duly to my
country to love it; to s ippor; its Constitution; to obey its laws; tc respect its
flag; and to defend it against all enemies.”

Phonograph

sent home now or held for
Xmas delivery.
is required of
you is to make your

Victor B. Whittier, who tame here
democracy in from Boston several weeks a^o and has
a republic, a sovereign Nation of
been employed at the Windsor Hotel, has
many
sovereign Slates; a perfect Union, one bought of Edwin A. Jones, proprietor, a
and inseparable, established upon those half interest in the hotel, the garage and
principles of freedom, equality, justice, the carriage house in the rear. The deeds
arid humanity for which American patri- were recorded last week. Mr. Whittier
consent of the governed;

FOR THE

Edison Flippis aod Colniia Grafonolas

Who Cured Sick
Pearis” will be given by Mrs. George
Bosson, this being substituted for Mrs.
titled,

The following Waldo County boys and given under the auspices of Emma White
| Barker lent, D. of V., took place last
girls, champions in the recent contests in j
Belfast with their local leaders and the! Friday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Pettee.
Mr. and Mrs. Walchairmen of the Farm Bureau club work !
lace Sprague won the prizes, a box of
sub-committees are eligible to partici-1
and bottle of perfumery. The
pate in the annual State contest to be I candy
a little
doll, went to Miss
held at the University of Maine January I consolation,
Hanson.
Following refreshments
1—3; when free enterta nment will be ! Susie
furnished: Henry Vose, 1 horadike; Edwin | there was music when all joined in singiug popular songs.
B. Whittaker. Liberty; Clara
Edwards, {
Liberty; Ivanella E. Jackson, Liberty;! The Hiramdale Gun Club observed
Golda Boynton, Liberty; Earl Curtis, Ladies’ Night on the evening of Dec.
,
Brooks; Hattie E. McKinley, Jackson;! 10th, and in spite of the unfavorable
Ruth Leeman, Libertv.
weather a large party assembled and
a very pleasant occaThe John Cochran Chapter D. A. R., unanimously report
| sion. A game supper was served during
the
Chairman ol Patriotic Eduthrough
the evening, followed by music, readings
cation, Mrs. Annie M. Frost, will place !
and an impromptu dance. The visitors
in the hands of the teachers in the higher
[ expressed much appreciation of the huntgrades at the beginning of the next term j
ers’ hospitality and propose to return it
the American Creed.
It i: with the hope j
an early date.
The next Club event will
that the “men and women of tomorrow”
be the chicken shoot, on the morning of
will thoroughly memorize it.
The deChristmas day, for guns and .22 rifles.
scription follows: “I believe in the United J
Ail interested are cordially invited to atStates of America as a

Do you tire out easily? Have you I t seme of your
accustomed vim and is your ambition to do things at low
ebb? Your resistance ss broken. You should and
help
and invigoration in rich, nourishing

I

Get Your Phonograph Now

pro-

The Women’s Alliance of the First
Parish will meet at the home of Mrs. A.
M. Carter and Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Church street, this, Thursday, af-

The whole affair

YO U

York,

dren of Bible lands.

She

ployed by the Rockport Ice Co. Workmen were taking down one of the old
ice houses when a portion of it fell breaking several of Mr. Cole’s ribs. He was
taken to the Knox Hospital at Rockland,
where it was found that one of his lungs
had also been injured.

Mrs. Clifford J. Pattee has received her
licenses and will continue the insurance
business of hex late husband. Miss Maude

greatly beloved by the people

here for his consecrated work and

Franklin, Maine, Dec.

New Year’s

Carl Cole of Camden, the son of Mrs.
Jane McKinley Cole of this city, was recently at Rockport, where he was em-

brother, Andrew P. Carle of Belfast.

est preaching.
Mauy of the older residents will remember him with tenderness

ens.

;bert

was

at
the

on

on Bridge
street, is in Belfast with his wife and
their two little
boys, Leopard and GerLoren Small, while employed in re- ald. They have rooms for the present a
the Vickery house on Church street.
moving waste from the box department
at the Mathews mill recently, caught one i
Company F ot the Third Maine Infantry
of his hands in a saw badly lacerating it will give a dance Christmas eve in their
and severing several of bis lingers.
armory with music by McKeen’s orchesMrs. Clarence E. Read will give a re- tra. It will be one of the social events of
cital with about forty of her pupils at the the season.
Universalist vestry this, Thursday, evenWednesday afternoon, Dec. 24, at four
ing.
Only cards of invitation will be o’clock the children of the First Parish,
issued and they must be presented at the Unitarian, will have a Christmas party
door.
in the Sunday school room with a short
and other entertainment, tree and
W. J White of Bangor,
formerly of play
presents and a good time. The ChristNew Jersey and a commercial
was
man,
taken critically ill with appendicitis at mas spirit of giving will be fostered at
the Windsor recently and later operated that time by asking of children and visia
collection for the suffering chilon at the Tapley hospital.
Mrs. White 1 tors,

Orrin J. Dickey has been appointed
as
Miss Clementeen Bucklin of Rnox is
special mail clerk for the holidays for
clerking
daring the holiday season in the
the Belfast-Burnham run of the Maine
H. H, Coombs store.
Central Railroad.
Mrs. George Jackson has returned to
The Christmas tree at the Girls’ Home
her home inNorthport after an operation
is provided this year by the Christian
at the Tapley Hospital.
Endeavor Society of the Baptist church.
Edmund P Brown, railway clerk on
It will be held at 4 o’clock Christmas afthe Boston-Bangor line, will be in
charge
ternoou and a program will be given.
of the Belfast-Burnham line
during the
A telegram was received Wednesday
holiday rush from Dec. 19th to 25th, inmorning by Belfast relatives announcing clusive.
the death of Mrs. Minnie Tolman
Clarke,
Mrs. Mary Carle Mansfield has receivformerly of this city, who passed away ed news
of the death of Mrs. Sarah Carle

j
j

this, Thursday, evening, when a
pleasant evening is assured. All interested are urged to attend.
held

Mrs. Harrison Cunningham of Swanville recently underwent a critical operation at the Tapley Hospital.

a

ADVER.TISEVlS.Nr3. j

weeks.

mory

BERT L. DAVIS

The News ot Belfast

The next in the series of weekly whist
parties at the St. Francis Church will be

Frank D. Hazeltine Post of the American Legion will give a dance at the Ar-

We haven t time to te-1 you all about our
Christmas trade
and if we had the tale would be ancient
history, anywayj but
we do want you to know that because
our stock was VERY
LARGE we have a few GOOD THINGS lett which we
could be induced to part with for CASH at
very reasonable
prices. Why^not drop in and see if you can't find what
Santa forgot?
Yours truly,

Tel.—Store, 223-12'

The city and district schools will close
Friday for the Christmas vacation of two

AT

Shute

Aids:
Chiefs \V, .1 Clifford and

f. X

Pendleton.

Do You Want to Buy
I offer my Waldo avenue residence for

Eight rooms including bath. ModJ
in everyway. Hardwood floors; cemented cellar.
Hot and cold water upstairs and down.
Furnace heat; electric
cm

lights.

Table Girl and
Kitchen Girl

floor Manager:
S. S.

Engineer,

sale.

Secretary.

ONCE,

Full Orchestra

ariOSVIS?

Wanted
AT WINDSOR HOTEL,

Asst

by McKeen’s

A

ons

Stable connected,

for selling.

Best of reas-

1 need the money.

Yours truly,

BERT L. DAVIS

Waldo

Pomona

County

Grange

Profiteering

Paper seems to have been cornered and
prices have been advanced till it may be
said they are sky-high. In view of this
fact, the Western Newspaper Union has
addressed the following letter to Hon. A
Mitchell Palmer, Attorney General of the
United States:

The regular meeting of Waldo Pomona
Grange was held with Silver Haives
Grange, Waldo, Dec. 2nd. The traveling
was

very bad so there

was

small at-

a

tendance, but all pronounced it a very enjoyable meeting. As there were no can
didates in waiting the morning meeting
was
simply a business meeting. The
guests were most pleasantly and satisfactorily cared for in the dining hall by the
Recongood sisters of Silver Harvest.
vened at 2

o’clock,

Stop
At first

was

Collector’s Notice of Sale fcf Lands of Non-Resident Oiners

voted to have

STATE

Unpaid

speeches and all responded heartily,
promising to give their best in 1920.
Next, vocal solo by Mrs. Gurney; then
the topic, ‘‘What Material Benefit to the
Average Farmer is the Present System
of Highway Improvement?’' opened by
Brother Paul and further discussed by
Brothers Wilson, Berry, Webster, Woods
and Donahue, they generallv agreeing
that gravel roads were the cheapest and

Ezra Larson

In Virought to be proud of our roads.
ginia, Ohio and the middle West in the
muddy season it would take all day to go
Later County Agent N.
two miles.’’
and

upon

gave

very interesting statistics in regard to some farm projects.
Personally
he had superintended the spraying of
100 acres of kale. He showed very
at

what

reduction

a

of

price

next

the

extension

farm

of

bureaus

to the giange the greatest

help

$100

WaiJo county has a membership of 230. Kennebec county has
Next we were favored
1,000 members.
with a piano solo by Sister Lillian W.lliams and response to an encore, recitation by Sister Thirza Roberts, recitation
bv Sister Fannie Wentworth.
A rising

125

4.25

general

Reward

$100

Why

1

Mr.

Joe Armstrong, Celebrated Dog
Trainer, Uses Hat-Snap.

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
Noticed rats around my
kennels, bavdisease that science has been able to cure
g hundreds of prize dogs, couldn’t take
in
in all its stages and that is catarrh.
Catarrh being greatly influenced by consti- chances.
Tried RAT-SNAP; in three
tional conditions requiries constitutional weeks
every rat disappeared.
Noticed
treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is that the
dogs never went near RATtaken internally and acts thru the Blood
SNAP.
I tell my friends about RATon the Mucous Surfaces of the
System,
Use this sure rodent extermithereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, giving the patient strength by nator, it s safe. Comes in cake form.
building up the constitution and assisting Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold and
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
guaranteed by Hall-k'llis Co., City Drug
have so much faith in the curative pow- Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
ers of Hall’s Catarrh Medicine that
they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure.
Send for list of tesMany Red Papers Circulate in U. S.

1

Company Paid Cut Cver JI4.CCO

Electrical

gifts will lighten the

housework

wonderfully and will
comfort and convenience to
every member of the household.
mean

If you choose your gifts now, you
will find our stocks complete and
comprehensive. Owing to the general shortage of electric appliances,
we shall be unable to replenish our

present supplies before the holi-

days.
Make it

unrest.

a

Sensible Christmas

Penobscot Bay
Electric Co.,

Belfast, Me.

,

CATARRH
VANISHES
Here is

One treatment
Can

lhat .All Suffereis

Rely Upon.

If you want to drive catarrh and all
its disgusting symptoms from your system in the shortest possible time, go to
your

druggist and ask for

a

fit today.

timonials.

Address F. J, CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
granges reported.
The W. M appointed as committee t» i
arrange the Year Book of 1920, W. Leet.,
The rush for American citizenship is
W. Secy,, I. P. Griffith and Gracie Bowshown by the 104 aliens who have just
en.
Closed in form.
The next meeting will be with Mystic applied for admission to the rights of
Grange, Belmont, Jan. 5th. Topic, "Re- such, in the supreme court at Auburn.
solved, That in Proportion to Investment, Sixty-seven were notified to
appear in
Ability and Effort Involved, Agriculture
Pays its Investors a Lower Rate of Re- January for examination before United
ward than Any Other af the Important States Examiner Miles S. Dodge of BosOccupations’’ opened by Edmund Brews- ton and the remainder will be
examined
ter.—G. E. p.
at the April term.

Things electrical for every member
of the family ; things of usefulness
and beauty to be appreciated and
used.

As co-workers with and wholesalers to
the country press for fifty-seven years,
we tender you this appeal for relief from
13,000 loyal American citizens—business
men upon
who^e continued business pros
perity depends most largely the destiny
of our country.
We ask an immediate and thorough inv stigation of
conditions, and the application of such remedies as are necessary
to save the life of this industry.

SNAP.”^

given Silver Harvest
grange for the courtesies of the day.
As W. O. Charles Adams had very recently met with a most serious accident,
on motion the secretary was instructed
to send him a letter expressing the deep
sympathy and regret of the members of
Waldo Pomona. At the census eight
was

Waldo Trust

10,000

Electrical Xmas

Not in the fields of the country press
did we find the serpent of disloyalty.
Arthur Balfour of England recently remarked to an American newspaper man:
“Upon the rural press of America rests
the fate of civilization.”
The country n wspaper is, to be sure, a
business enterprise, but we believe it
more nearly approximates an unselfish
public utility than any other American
business.
And now the very existence of this !
most dependable of our influences for
good is threatened by profiteering in paper. A fictitious market has been created i
by greedy manufacturers, brokers and
metropolitan dailies, which promises to
make the publication of weekly newspapers impossible.
It has already made
the business unprofitable.
When country newspapers are no longer
possible, the country merchant and village life, steadying influences in our national being, will pass. A tendency toward
centralization is already known to be a
basic factor in our high cost of living and

Stimpecn....Lar d

for

the farmer.

vote of thanks

west by Sarah Pattee;
south by county road from Monroe to Brooks..31
heirs.Land and house bounded as follows: North by land of F. W.
Wingate; east by land of Laura
Ricker heirs; south by county
road; west by land of F. W. Win-

an

cause.

~

farmers could buy their chemicals and
make their own fertilizers. He considered

the County of Waldo, for the

id

?ate..
1-2
10.000
25
.85
and buildings bounded as fellows: North bv F, W. Wingate;
east by county road; south by F.
E. Sargent; west b> F. E. Sargent..E0
3 4
75
2 55
10,COO
Walter Nelson. Laid and buildings, Cyrus Chase
plan, bounded as follows: North
by land of Bert Smith and Joseph
Baker's heirs; east by land of Hiram Ide; south by land of Ansel
Benson’s; west by land of B. F.
Rockwell. 69-70-71 C
79
500
17 00
FRANK A, LIITLEFIELD,
Dec. 13th, 1919-3*51
Collector of Tins of the Town ol Morroe
Cleveland

some

plainly

MAINE
Morroe,

OF

lands situated in the town of

LePage’g;

The system was alright but hard to get the right men to do
the work. Brother Donahue said, ‘‘We

called

on

The followirg list of texeR on reel estate of ron resident owners in the town of Monroe,
aforesaid, for the year 1919, committed to me for collection for said town on the 7th day of
June, 1919, remain ur ] aid; aid notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and
charges are not previously laid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, ircludir-tr interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auct cn at selectmen’s ffice in said town, on the firet Monday in February, 1920, at nine
o’clock, a. m.
Name of Owner“
Lot Range No. of A. Value
Description of Property
Tax
Edward E, Wood. Land and buildings. 22
Gore
40
$200 $11.90
Lila A. Shaw. Lard and buildings bounded as follows: North and east by Frank

most substantial.

was

taxes

year 1019.

Make it

The country newspaper represents the
heart of America. Not from the cosmopolitan crowds of city streets, but from
the green fields, blue skies and clean livj
ing of the open, comes that elusive, j
though real, something that has come to
be known as “American ideals.”
As leader, teacher, counselor and friend,
the country newspaper has broken trail
for one hundred years for the most thrilling example of empire building the world
has ever witnessed.
Throughout the world war the country
newspaper was whole-heartedly with the
government, regardless of its political
faith, inspiring its following of patriotic
citizens to greater and greater effort, and
giving of its own slender resources to the

grip

GUARANTEED

meeting.

S. Donahue

or

JANES COLD TABLETS

On suggestion all of
the officers elect were called upon for
open

cold

a

take

S.
After the election it

signs of

FOR ALL THE FAMILY

That voice has

always been heard upon the side of high
patriotism, good citizenship, and public
and private morals.
It remains today the most potent weapon the public wields against the forces of
evil, and the most powerful molder of
public opinion.

this!

the chair.
Eight of the officers were
present, Charles Woods acting as O.,
Isaac Sanborn, A. S., Mary Levensellar,
L. A. S Gracie Bowen, C.
A pleasing
address of welcome was given by Sister
Ada Sanborn and most heartily responded to by Lester Wilson of Riversida
Grange. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:B. L. Aborn,
M. ; Charles Woods, O.; Mrs.
Annie
Aborn, Lect.; Leroy Morse, S.; Janies
Woodbury,’ A. S.; Mrs. Grace Woods
Chap.; Frank Clements, T C. W. Achorn,
G. R.; Ernest Bowen, Secy.; Mrs. Leroy
Morse, P.; Mrs. Frank Clements,. C.;
Mrs. Cora Gay, F.; Edwina Berry, L A.

an

The weekly newspaper was the first;
public voice to be raised in the wilderness
that is now America.

W. M. B. L. Aborn in

Paper

in

Hyomei

out-

Breathe the air of Hyomei and let it rid
of catarrh and chronic head
colds; it ;
gives such quick relief that all who use it
for the first time are astonished.
Hyomei is a pure pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed
through the nose and
throat deep into the head and
lungs; it
soothes the sore inflamed
membranes, re- !
duces swelling and quickly heels all in-

More than two hundred seditious newsare published in the
United States
and 144 others published in
foreign countries are being circulated here
according
to figures of the Department of
Justice
submitted to the House judiciary committee by Representative Byrnes, Demo-

you

papers

flammation,

crat, South Carolina, at a hearing on a
bill to prohibit and punish seditious acts
tr d to < losethe mails to those
promoting
such acts. The bill provides penalties of
$5000 and imprisonment for five years.

j

sprays,

in ilifir 1919 Club

!

where.

Don’t suffer another day with catarrh
the disease is dangerous and often ends in
consumption
Start the Hyomei treatment today.
No stomach dosirg, no

1

j

douches, no dangerous drugs
or
narcotics.
Absolutely harmless. Just !
breathe it—that’s all. At A A. Howes
&Co. and all leading druggists every-j
or

How Big New York Grocery Film Keeps
Down Rats.

n

T'T?R"!j

How much
more

joyful

is; the

of

coming

we

have the

wherewithal to

buy

the

mar

things

And it is

so

easy and such

a

or

Increase

PAYMENT

Weekly

Payment
Largest Payment
Total Amount
First

2 cts.
2 cts.

#1.00

$25.50

success

of the 1919

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Camels are an expert blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos. You’ll not only prefer this blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight, but you’ll appreciate the
remarkable full-bodied-mildness and smooth, refreshing
flavor it provides! Camels are a cigarette revelation!
Camels win you in

permit

you

to

ways! They not onlv
liberally without tiring your
unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or unso

many new

smoke

taste but leave no

pleasant cigaretty odor!

season.

heaviness after meals are
manifestations

put aside a little every week, in anticipation of the happiness it will bring
to others, as well as to ourselves.

of

The Christmas Club

pleasant to take, neutralize
acidity and. help restore
normal digestion.

most annoying

5

_2A

now

5A

50

100

Same

Amount

Same
Amount

Decrease
2 cts

Increase
5 cts.

Decrease
5c cts.

Weekly

Weekly
02.50

'Weekly
£2.50
£2.50

#63.75

#63,75

_£1.00
_£1.00

5 cts.

#25.50

Waldo Trust

_Weekly

Weekly
£1.00
£1.00

50 eta
50 cts

#25.00

#50.00

Company

BELFAST, MAINE.

acid-dyspepsia.

KimoidS

forming affords every member of this community
an opportunity to add to the joy of
living. Do net fail to join it.

PLAN
OF

the

cigarettes)

ever

HEARTBURN

pleasure

to

2

ages (200

in a glasaine-paperWe
covered carton.
strongly recommend
this carton for the
home or office supply
or when you travel!

smoked!
CAMELS
then

Mrs. Orris S Vickery, D. D. G. M. of
State Chapter of the Eastern Star, was
in Penobscot last Friday for the official
inspection of the local chapter.

that go with the
Christmas season!

CLASS

where in scientifically
sealed packages of 20
cigarettes or ten pack-

the most

refreshing, satisfying cigaretie you
Put all your cigarette desires in a bunch,
buy some Camels, give them every taste-test and know
for your own satisfaction that in quality, flavor, smoothbody and in many ether delightful wa\ s Camels are in a
class by themselves!
are

Camels are sold every-

A record was broken in Piscataquis
this year when the hunting season passed without a fatal hunting accident withIn the
in the borders of the county.
past the county has been unfortunate in
this respect, many fatal accidents having
occurred.
Outside of the fact that one
man lost his life by becoming lost in the
woods and perishing from over exertion
and exposure nothing has occurred to

Christmas,

when

Vroome & Co., Butter and Cheese Merchants. New York City, says: “We keep
RAT-SNAP in our cellar all the time. It
keeps down rats. We buy it by the gross,
would not be without it.” Farmers use
RAT-SNAP because rats pass up all food
for RAT-SNAP. Three sizes, 25c, 50c,
Sold and guaranteed by City Drug
SI.00.
Store, Hall-Ellis Co. and A. A. Howes &
Co.

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION

LOOK!
MCLAUGHLIN has lately purchased
the Commercial House and thoroughly
renovated it with up-to-date restaurant,
ladies’ and gents’ dining room, and is
going to try and feed the public at 35
cents a dinner. Also new sleeping rooms
and up-to-date livery.
Im49
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN.

NO

MORE

AT

UNITY,

MAINE

I

|I
|
f

|

RATS

mice, after you use RAT-SNAP. It’s a sure
rodent killer. Try a Pkg. and prove it. Rats
killed with RAT-SNAP leave no smell. Cats
or dogs won’t touch it.
Guaranteed.
26c size (1 cake) enough for Pantry,Kitchen
or

BRANCH

I Embroideries,

cellar.
60c size (2 cakes) for Chicken Htuse, coops,
or small buildings..
$1. CO size (6 cakes) enough for all farm and

f
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Laces and Fans I
I
Made in China,
FOR

Christmas

|
;

Gifts

We have just received box of
lovely new goods direct from
China. Call at The Journal Office
and see them while there it a
good selection, or telephone and
we will call.
SUE M. PARTRIDGE,
AMY L. WILSON.

I
I&

Best we know of, and we have been
in business 61 years. High protein
content. Wholesome. Safe. Maximum value. Why deny your poultry
the best ?
(tots)

+
s

I
r

i
I

Your dealer sells K fir W Feed*.

Refuse substitutes, order direct of

T

• I •■!'» IS-I'T 1-S-|.«-I-

or

Copyrighted and Licensed ly CHRISTMAS CLUB (a Corporation)

out-buildings, storage buildiDgr, or factory
buildings.
Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug Store A
A. Bowes A Co. and Hall-Ell is Co.

The Journal ia only <2.00

a

year.

See

Dr. A. M.

our

QUEEN
an

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
27U
TELEPHONE 336-3

us.

Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me,
Supplying Agricultural needs aince 1858.

WANTED

before

buying

INCUBATOR.

Men, Women, Boys and Girls to subscribe for The Journal

Famous^

RHEUMATISM

Women Adopt Armenian
Waifs

Muttarine

Subdues

the

Inflamma-

tion and Eases the Soreness
Quicker Than Anything
Else on Earth.

Pay only 30 cents and get a big bos of
Mustarlne, which is the original
plaster and is made of strong
yellow mustard—no substitutes are

Begy's

mustard

real^

It's known as the quickest pain killer
earth, for in hundreds of instances
it stops
headache, neuralgia,
earache and backache in 5 minutes
It's a sure, speedy remedy—none betfor
ter
bronchitis,
pleurisy, lumbago
and
to
draw
the
lndammation
from
your sore feet there is nothing so good
You get real action with Mustarlne_It
goes after the pain and kills it right off
the reel.
Yes, it burns, hut it won't blister—It doesn’t give agonizing pain a slap
on the wrist.
It does give it a good healthy
punch In the jaw—It kills pain. Ask for
and get Mustarlne always in the yellow
box.
on

toothache'

f'A AP’.iAN CATT

MRS OLIVER HARRIMAN

01
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Don’t Blame
the Carburetor

INFLUENZA^
Cold

starts with a

Yni can’t

Kill the Co!d. At the
sneeze take

expect

engine efficiency

to

get

utmost

gasoline

economy and

if you

constantly till up with various
fuels of differ; lit qualities—that
require different carburet;
adjustments.
That is why many a motor is operated on a wasteful
mixture that neither gives adequate power nor burns up
cleanly that gives low mileage per gallon and quickly
carbonizes valv ;. spark plugs and pistons.

HILL’S

••

~

ADOPTED 'ARMENIAN WAIFS
hre

nr

cascaraC|quinin£

<T€N>M*.

51

rnree

nnnpv little Arnipninnc in tni* u
million pitiable little waifs who are Innocent
victims o T„rt m
mothers in these famous American women Mrs
\Vo„lr,w
Mrs Carrie Chapman Catt.
It is
»L
rtouson,u of
leaders and signalize the glad holidav season in
vn.erma l v mal inc
!u uie “
joast

hope" Slat
-5

r *!?““■

T*0?
..f",klsh .l‘a,jar^y**

,),

am™E the more ,,,an a n-tarter of a
rlltse three have found fairy gedPre8,dent; Mrs' °iivCT
•»«»
fo,l'W "l08e

ard cold remedy for 20 years
tablet form—safe, sure, no

"°m<T

picture.

ESTATE.

A Good Maine Book

No Need to be

Thin,

following transfers of real estate
Scrawny or Sallow
recorded in Waldo County Registry Patriotic Maine Vi/ omen Prepare a Work
of Much Value.
ieeds for the week ending Dec. 12,
If you are thin and want to be plump;
Maine, My State, a compilation of arti- if you have wrinkles in your face that
1919:
stories and poems on the history of you are not proud ot; if the skin is sallow
rtiiur L. Wing, et al., Morrill, to cles,
Maine.
Lewiston Journal Co. Price SI or subject to pimples or blackheads, take
cs
A. Mearer, Lowell, Mass.; land and
Mi-o- na stomach tablets for two weeks
postage.
buildings in Morrill,
Again the women of Maine, though and notice the change.
I he majority of the thin people are
i.rv ().
Trundy, et al., Belfast, to this time organized as the Maine Wrilers thin
Research Club, instead of acting
because the stomach does not perthrough
ies E Field, et al., do.; land in Belfederated club channels, have brought form its duties properly. Ic is not secretout a volume that makes all Maine
sufficient of the natural digestive
peo- ing
■win A. Jones, Belfast, to Victor B. ple and ail lovers of Maine their debtors. juices and in consequence does not exIn this
and well
liustrated tract from the food enough nutritive mat:'ier, do.; land and buildings in Bel- volume ofattractive
350 pages they have collected ter to nourish every part of the body.
about 50 articles, stories and poems that
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are intended
hur Ritchie, Belfast, to George W. deal with the
traditions, history, develop- to build up the stomach so that it will act
Ker, Frankfort; land and buildings in ment and famous sons of the Pine Tree properly and extract from the food the
State, and though the book is intended elements necessary to form flesh.
kfort.
If you arc thin try two weeks-' treatprimarily as a reader in the public schoo:s
rge W. Barker, Frankfort, to Iler- of
Maine, it is certain of a warm welcome ment of Mi-ona stomach tablets—they
are small, easily swallowed, and are sold
L. Averill, do.; land and buildings in in a far wider field.
As an introductory article there is “My on the guarantee of money back if they
akfort.
Debt to Maine," in which the late Co!.
Roosevelt tells of his early days in Aroosit,
took, and the preface tells how this manumint..
script, written in pencil by Col. Roosei orge L. Bryant, Belmont, t,o Arvilla velt’s own hand, came only a few weeks
before the author died.
Most of the conhber, Belfast; land and buildings in I tributors are Maine club
women, many
mint.
of them writers of note, but Holman Day,
try A. Ayer, Belfast, to the Inhabi- C. A. Stephens, John Kendrick Bangs,
John Francis Sprague, William Widgery
of Belfast; land in Belfast,
1 homas, Col. Fred N Dow, John Ciair
vsses
S.
Mitchell, Montville, to Minot, nugh rendexter, Lester M Hart,
e
K. Oliver; land and buildings in and others are also among the contributors.
Mr. Thomas tells of the founding
tville.
of New Sweden, and Col. Dow writes of
uert M. roy, Montville, to Ulysses
j Ins father, the great temperance p oneer.
ditehell, do.; land and buildings in Holman Day tells of an interview with
ttvil e.
Elijah Keilog, and Mr. Bangs contributes
.ibert L. Perkins, Winterport, to Al- a poetic tribute to the pine.
The book contains the story of the exP. Perkins, do.; land in Winterport.
ploration period, from the search for
irry .5. Kinney, Burnham, to W. D.
Norumbega to the narratives of the Pilney, < isterville, Mass.; land in Burn- grims on the Kennebec, the four forts of
Pemaquid and the Christmas that was
i
observed on St. Croix island in 1604.
In
;nma J. WTnodbury, Morrill, et al., to
the section devoted to the colonial period
1
iuel F.Woodbury, do.; land in Morrill. we read of Pepperell at Louisberg, of John
rtha A Cooper, Searsmont, et a!s., ! Alden in jail, of Lovewell’s light and the
'.emuel F. Woodbury, Morrill; land in Hale massacre among other tilings. Then
the revolutionary section tells of Gen,
rrill.
Knox, of the Lexington of the seas, of
.rrie E. Croxford, Dixmont, to Albert the Arnold expedition up the Kennebec,
of
the visit of a future King of Prance,
Perkins, Winterport; land and buildetc.
The later periods—the sea light in
s in Winterport.
Portland harbor, ttie Aroostook war, the
lerbert E Thomas, Lincolnville, to immortal Washburn
cradle, the story of
est P. Heal, do.; land and buildings Gen. Chamberlain, etc., etc
have all
j
Fortunate
especially alluring articles.
■incolnville.
Maine to have such public-spirited womhilip R Porter, Rochester, N. Y., to' en as
those, ied by Anna Ladd Dingley
rta Edgar Rich, Lewiston; land and of
Lewiston, who have given the world
worth while book.
such
a
.ldines in Liberty.

Belfast,

to George L.
Belmont; land and buildings in

Smart, et al., Swanville, to
ert E. Andrews, et al., Belfast; land
: buildings in Swanville.
ottie A.

Warren

Babbidge,

L.

Islesboro,

to

ariah Trimm, do.; land and buildings
islesboro.

keep paddling.
Just as a gamble, two frogs, in search
of rich feeding ground, jumped into a
bucket of cream they found standing in a

arsmont.
I'he

Belfast Savings Bank, to Mary
er, do.; land in Belfast.
Edward Robinson, Belfast, to Orrin J.

ckey, do.; land in Northport.
Nichols Walton, Thorndike, to Alfreds
iamlin, do.; land in Thorndike.
Martha 1, Knowlton, et ah, to Thomas
Logan, Jr.; land and buildings in Bel-

“And we’ll get there!”
“No use,” came from number one;
“too thick to swim, too thin to jump, too
slippery to crawl, bound to die anyway;
And he sank
may as well die tonight.
to the bottom and kicked the bucket.
His companion doggedly kept on padThe next
dling, paddling, paddling.
morning found him perched on a mass of
butter, eagerly disposing of the flies that
came swarming from all directions.
He get there!

Joseph A. Johnson, Northport, to Jose:ne Johnson, do.; land and buildings in
l'thport.

Woodbury,

et ah, Morrill,
Woodbury, do ; land in

\ Lewiston man recently paid a fine of
and costs, amounting to $44 51, for
rmitting his 14-year-old son to work
shoe factory in violation of the
a
It was found that the
ild labor law.
.rnings of the father and his six chilover

$125 weekly.
■

j

W

SWANV ILLfc' CENTER.

Mits Annie Parsons of Belfast
guest

of Mrs.

Gladys

Do iber

was

the

severs

days last week.
Much sympathy is expressed for Sadie
Buckhn and her six children who recent-

ly lost her husband.
Mr

and Mrs. E.

II. Littlefield

ceiving congratulations

daughter,

on

are

re-

the 1 irth of

a

Marian Walker.

Mr. and Mrs, P. Murphy and children
of Waido were callers Sunday Dec
at Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Eiltlehe.d’s.

7th,

Thurston. And

Importers

PROBAfE
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MAINE CRN URAL RAiLRGAD
BELFAST

AM )

HHRNHAM

BRANCH

Citypoint,

Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,

Unity,

7- it

1.10
11.15
11.26
1.42

|7.29

T1.57

7.36

2 10
2.20
t2.22
2.40
5.40
5.17
3.21
3.33
5.55
9.20

7.45

Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
’airfield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,

4-7.57
8 05
12.40
8.29
C8.39
8.45
11.45
3,30

re-

ceived in Bath falling sho~t 500 pounds to
the ton, the shortage be.ng made u: in
In these shipments olden
rocks and dirt.
the coal merchant would obtain only 1 100
pounds to the ton and he did not dare to
kick, as, in case he remonstrated, he a ns
liable to receive no coal at all.—Bath
Times

i
Of !

a.m.

9.

7.15

Fairfield,
Chnon,
Buiuham, leave,
Winnecook,
Unit.',
Thori dike,
Knox.

Brooks,
Waldo,
Citypoint.

Belfast, anive,

7.00
6.40
7.06
7.17
8.40

12.40

10.3(1
12.4)
10.48
10.58
11.15
tl 1.25
12.00
12.30
+12.45
1.42

18.50
9.07
9.25
+9.32
9.45
+9.55
+10.05
10.10

The sufferer from biliousness is only too familiar with all its disturbing symptoms:—loss of appetite, headache, dizziness, nausea
and vomiting, oftentimes meaning prostration for two or three Pays
and the consequent loss of time from regular duties. Such attacks
with different individuals, but there
vary ill frequency and duration
is really no occasion for them to occur at all. That old reliable
household medicine “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, taken in teato wholly prevent an
spoonful doses morning and night, rarely fails
attack of sick headache or biliousness. If this preventive measure
has not been adopted, a dessertspoonful when the first symptoms
ward off a severe attack. It may
appear, will almost invariably
be obtained of anv dealer, in large bottles for fiftycents, or samples
free for the asking. “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

3.30
1.45
t3.47
3.58'
4.15 j
+4.25 |
4.35 ]
4.44

+4.51
5.05
+5.15

+1.56
+2.15

f5.25

2.25
5.35
tFlag station.
leave
cStopsto
passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7,61.
j
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agl.
i
D C. Douglass,
Genera, Manager, Portland, Maine

and mice—that's RAT-SNAP, the old reliable
dent dee royer. Comes in cakes—no mixing
with other food. Your money hack if ic fails
25c size (1 cake) enough for Pantry, Kitchen
or Cellar.
50c Biz* (2 cakes) for Chicken House, coops,
>r small buildings.
$1,00 size (5 cakes) enough for all farm and
r

out-buildings,

buildings

storage buildings,

or

Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug
A. Howes & Co. and Hali-Ellis Co.

factory

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

HORSES!
! shall
,
public auction at West’s stable,
Me., Saturday, Dec 20,
street,
Belfast,
Spring
of
head
2?
young, sound, rugged horses,
1919,
and saddle horses; also
drivers
workers,
good
few young cults, t hese horses are direct from
the farms where they were raised and wilt
Your price is
be sold for the High Dollar.
the
for
lowest
horse
a
price you ever
ours.
Come arm buy
note.
or
negotiable
heard ot. Terms cash,
sell at

is the proud record of success that belongs only to

’3

J
Anodyne

LAMENT

doctor’s famous prescription
internal
and external use
for Couchs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis,
A
Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc.
A

—

—

satisfying anodyne that
soothes, heals, and stops pain.

safe,

sure

and

Auctioneer,

Owner,
R

B- HANSCOM

W. L. WEST

Notice of Foreclosure

HATTIE M, BLACK, late of Belfast, deceased.
Petition for determination of collateral
inheritanc e tax preeenied by Arvilla b Webber, executrix.

Of Course i’ll take

KUEL W. ROGERS, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate described in said petition presented
Bernice Rogers and Elorence
by Gertrud
Rogers, administratrixes.

Celery King

JOHN STRATTARD, late of Monroe, deStore, A. j ceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate described in said petition presented
by George A. Palmer, 1). B, N., with the will

Expert Fi» Tuning
High Street,

Belfast, Maine

Phone 12b-4

For
l.ow price

and kitclun

DANiii-L b. LONG, late of Jacluson, deceasPetition for order of distribution of said
estate presented by John H. McKinley, administrator.

ed.

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

46tf

Sale
second

rt

sp?cialiy

Leave orders
at
The public endorsement, of a local c
tie
stabm, corner of
aeu is the best proof that can be produc
Maiu aud Cross streets, and they will r«r,
BENJAMIN R. HUNT,late of Unity,deceased, i
e l.
None
none
stronger can be
better,
First and tinal account presented for allowance j
had.
When a man comes forward and ceive prompt attention.
by Edwin B Hunt, executor.
testifies
to his fellow-citizens, addresses
ROSE E. CLEVELAND, late of Trenton, in
Telephone connection.
the State of New York, deceased
First and' his friends and neighbors^ you may be
sure he
is thoroughly convinced or he
tinal account presented for allowance by Susan
W. W. BLAZO,
C. Yeomans, executrix.
would not do so. Telling one’s experi126 Waldo .Avenue. Belfast
ence when it is for the public good is an
DEBORAH A. WOODBURY, late of Morrill
First and fin a I account presented act of kindness that should be appreciatdeceased.
for allowance by Hattie J. Paul and Isa G.
ed.
The following statement given by a
Wentworth, executors.
resident of Belfast, adds one more to the
GEORGIANNA YOUNG, late of Searsmont, many cases of Home Endorsement which
dei eased. First and final account presented are
PliEREAS, Theodore P Thomi son of Freebeing published about Doan’s Kidney
dom. 111 the County of \\ -tldo and State
for allowance by Willis J. Knowlton, executor.
Pills.
Head it.
of Maine, by his mortgage
d. dated tne
LULA I. HEALD, late of Belfast, deceased.
A. J. Noyes, prop, of public garage, 3 eleventh day of August. A. I)
1905. and reFirst and final account presented for allowVine St., Belfast, says: ‘‘1 have taken corded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 325,
ance by Amasa S. Heald, administrator.
Doan's Kidney Pills oil and on for a few Page 136, conveyed to me, the undersigned, 4
JULIA M. PERRY, late of Belfast, deceased.•
<
certain
real
state
s
parcel
tuat
in M >nt
years and they have;always relieved me
First, and tinal account presented for allowance
of kidney trouble. I was in such bad viile and Freedom, in the County of Y\ ddoand
by Frederick R. Poor, executor.
State of Maine, and bounded as f 1 .ws:
A
witii backache about six months
shape
certain lot of land situated in the
LENA M. ROSE, late of Isleeboro, deceased.
.vns of
I believe driving so Montville and Freedom and
ago I couldn’t move.
First and final account presented for allowbounded as follows:
much and the jolting caused the trouble. Beginning on the town line on the
ance by Charles Nj Rose and Eugene H. Rose,
id leading
administrators.
Every cold I contracted made the com- from Palermo to Randlett’a t rner near the
Whenever I have been Wyars Watts' house; thence easterly on said
MARIA t\ MARDEN, late of Palermo, de- plaint worse.
ceased. Petition by Charles W. Perkins for troubled this way I have bought Doan’s road about 150 rods; thence northerly by the
Win. S. Stevenson place, about 40 rods to a
his ap loiiitmen'. as administrator.
Kidney Pills from A. A. Howes & Co. and stake and
stone; thence w« sterly about 100
I
FOREST H. BERRY, late of
Stockton in a short time they have relieved me
rods; Jthence southerly on th road leading
Springs, deceased. Petition by James F. Mar- gladls recommend this kidney medicine.” from the Bowen bouse to Freedom
Village;
den for his appointment as administrator
Price fiOc. at aii dealers. Don’t simply thence westerly <.n the road hading past the
CHARLES H. WALDEN, late of Belfast, ask for a
Luther
D.ivis
h.
house
to
th
said
Divs
far o;
kidney remedy—get Doan’s
dece ised. Will and petition for probate therethence southerly by s id Davis land aio.ut ;>0
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr Noyes
ot
presented by Edith S. Walden, executrix
rods; thence easterly hy land formerly occuhad.
Eoster-Milburn
Company, Mfgrs., pied by Win. W Hewn about l(i;i rods to t ie
named therein.
Buffalo. N Y.
first mentioned b muds, containing
CARRIE M. CHASE, late of Winterport,
seventy- live
acres, more or mss.
Also ;<u uimr I
deceased. Will and petition for probate theremtuat d
on
mo oMsto 'y sh
f
S*nth' }’ -id ti' d
of presented by BJary E. Banghart, executrix
bounded by J
f i:.- .J ot* 1’ ! ..;nj>s<
d
named therein.

annexed.

172

riwwrvia'%Ux

j

a.m.

a.m.

Waterville,

Estate of i'auBtina Hiehborn, late of StockSprings, deceased. Charles H, Hicbbarr
appointed executor December 9, 1919.
At a Probate Court helc at Belfast, in and
Estate of Peter A. Oison, late of Bel feet,
for the County of Waldo, on the seconc Tuesdeceased. Eliza F, Olson appointed executrix I
day of December, in the year of our Lord or.e December
9, 1919.
thousand nine hundred and nineteen. The folEstate of Frank L Tozier, late of Unity,
lowing matters having been presented for the
deceased, Maggie W. Tozter appointed adaction thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ordered, th t notice thereof be given ministratrix December 9, 1919.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Raymond Wilcox, late of Belfast, deceased
this order to be published three weeks sue
John Wilcox appointed administrator Decemoessiveiy in The Republican Journal, a news- ber 9, i319.
paper published ht Belfast, in said County,
Dated at Belfast. :v said County, this sixthat they may appear at a Probate Court to be teenth
day of December, A. D. 1919.
held at said Belfast, or the second Tuesday of
CHARLES E. JOHNSON, Register.
January, being the thirteenth day of said
month, A D. 1920,Jat ten o’clock in the fore•TD! * r"4 SV’ *
noon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
HATTIE M. BLACK, late of Belfast, de
First and final account presented for Su*h Proof as This Should Convince
ceased.
1 am preparea to do ail Kinds o
Any
allowance t»y Arvilla S. Webber, executrix.
Belfast Citizen.
! Euruiture aud piano moving a
DANIEL S. LONG, late of Jackson, deceaston

First and final account presented for allowance by John H, McKinley, administrator.

p.m.

Patigor,

|

ed

2.45

Boston,

i

ENDORSED AT HOME

TO BELFAST

bors and friends of Mr. and M's. Wm.
Small to welcome them back tot.ie farm.
Apples, pop corn and candy were served

the mines, ton after ton of the coal

p.m.

a.m.

6.40
6. o0
R7.01

Fielfast. depart,

Portland,

years any old quality of coal has
been considered good enough to ship from

and the world's best Gasoline-

Estate of William Achorn, late of Belmont,
deceased. Ralph C, Ach ru appointed executor December 9, 1919.
Robert F. Dunton of
! Belfast appointed agent; qualified December
9, 1919.

NOTICES

To all persons interested in either oi the
estates hereinafter named:

On and after July 1, 1919, trains connecting at Burn 11ani and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Wa
tervil'.e, Portland am) Boston, will run
daiij, except Sunday as follows:

surprise party in Monroe Tllurs ay evening, Dec. 4th, given by 35 of ti e neigh-

two

The sign of .1 reliable dealer

Kingsbury Co.,

and Packers
Bangor, Me.

a.m.

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White at ended the

PAT OFF

GASOLINE

MOTOR

>

FROM BELFAST

Mrs. Nellie Cunningham recently visited Mrs. Staples.

US

Sat

Says, “Don’t Idle because
Only See One Rat.”

“I did, pretty soo 1 found my cellar
full.
They ate my potatoes. After trying RAT-SNAP I got & dead rats. The
rest later. They pass up the potatoes toeat.
RAT-SNAP.” If taere are rats around
your
place follow Mr. White’s example. Three sizes, 2oc, 50c, $1.00. Sold
and guaranteed by Hail-Ellis Co., A. A.
Howes & Co. and City Drug Store

NY

REGISTERED

ARE GOOD
Every
t
1™BS
DAY IN
Jri_ THE

Mr. Fred White

quick remedy

rt.

averaged

Teas

Lt ILLS RATS

JSt,
Lillian M. Gray, Belfast, to Joseph A.
tnsun, do.; land and buildings in North-

en

bestfui
Thes
-™-

leading druggists.

You

s

STANDARD Oil. CO. OF XEW YORK

do not overcome chrome indigestion,
acute or chronic, stomach disturbance,
belching, heartburn, sour stomach and
any alter dinner distress.
For sale, by A A. Howes & Co. and all

brook.
“May as well give up,” exclaimed one, The evening was passed with singing and
after floundering about, vainly trying to social chat.
get out, “We’re goners!”
“Keep on paddling,” answered the
A coal man says that during the last

Paul, et ah, Morrill, to Lemuel
Woodbury, do.; land in Morrill.
Rodney W. Thomas, et ah, Searsmont,
Henry G. Mahoney, Belmont; land in other,

Hattie J.

Norman G.
Lemuel F.
■rrill.

one sure
way to avoid fuel extravaga ice and
tumble.
Standardize on carefully retinal, defengine
inite!/,• uniform, clean-burning SOCOXY Motor (Gasoline
sold evervwhere.
At /tiling time look for tls- rod. white md blue SOCONY
Sign.
Ever/! gallon the same.

At All Drurr Stormtf

TRANSFERS IN REAL

ittie M. Black,

There

iates—breaks up n cold in 24
tour?—relieves gr p n 3 days.
Money back if i i-ils. The
nuine be~ has a Red
Hill’s
v/ i t h
Mr.
op

tiand parlor

aipves,

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

Notice is hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the Probate
Court, within and for the county of Waldo and
State of Maine:
of Fred Timm, late of Belfast, deCaroline C. Timm of Belfast, apexecu.rix December 9, 1919.

Estate

ceased.

pointed

Estate of George W. Frisbee, lute Qf Belfast,
Drusilla L Frisbee appointed exedeceased.
cutrix December 9, 1919.
>f Charles Platt, Jr late of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Elizabeth N. Platt and Henry Norris Platt appointed executors December 9, 1919. Hiram
P, Farrow appointed agent; qualified December 9, 1919
Estate

NOTICE
Buy your fresh dressed fowl
and chickens for your Sunday
dinner of R. J. MAYO, Belfast,
Me. Tel. 339-3

I take it every season and so does
mother and the children.
It’s old fashioned and made of roots and
herbs, but it’s right there, just the same,
and costs next to no! ninth
We all think it’s the best tonic laxative
we ever heard about, and so do other people we have recommended it to.
Take it. every other night for three
weeks, if you want to feel better, sleep
better, work better and be better.
It purities the blood, clears the skin
and chases away that worn out feeling,
brew' a cup tonight just like you make
tea.
You’ll like it.

Estate of Sarah A. Achorn, late of Belmont,
deceased.
Ralph C. Achorn appointed executor December 9, 1919.
Robert F. Dunton of
Belfast appointed agent; qualified December
9, 1919.

Wanted
Second Hand Kitchen stove.
4lso Used Art
Drop postal, will call.

Square.

Address

“WANTED
A FURNISHED RENT of three rooms
more.

Apply

at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

I‘ivif»

road',
ii

lot and the

l»ivis
more or
!• ^s; a
niiition of said mort^n^e has
been broken, mo
b
-e
of the
therefore,
iueach of t'. condition thereof I
a foreclosure of said m rttr-n/r-,
i hitt’ii t hia ! w
>v ember,
ty t «>ii :• h dji\
A. I» 1 HI9
LEON 1
VVIOUIN
w

ereaw

1)

thirty

th

.•

cres,

e<

& M

CHICHESTER S PILLS
the DIAMOND BRAND.
A
Ln.ltoh 1 A»k your llriie^lst for
Clil-rlieN-tor g Diamond Ttranil//V\
I’lltj* in lt< d un Hold mtt.illic\\#r
I boxes, sealed with blue Kit.! on.
^
Take no other. Ituv of your \_f
ItriiKiffst AskforC lii-t HI ‘-TFRfl
DLfMUND JUt.VMI 1»1LLS for
years known as best. Safest.Always Kebab*:

SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVFIc'WHEfifc
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
The subhereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix, of the estate of
HERBERT H COLLINS, late of Belfast,

scriber

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against fhe estate of sai l d ‘ceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted therein are requested
to make payment immediately.

Belfast,

P. O. Pox 182 Belfast, Maine.

or

the Luther F

eontainitur

MARY M, COLLINS.
Me

Oct.

14,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

1919

NOTICE.

scriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of

ALMEDA AVERY, iat

of

ihe subhe has been
the estate of

Prospect,

in the County of Wald >, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of Bai t deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
PERCY A. MILLS.
Prospect, Me., Nov. 11, 1919.

HERE’S A REMEDY
near

more, at a very

At the business meeting of the North
Church following their preaching service
with sermon by Rev. Alfred C. Elliott of
Newport, a unanimous call was extended
to him as pastor.
Mr. Elliott is from
England and with his wife and two sons
has been in this country only about five
years. He was offered a salary of $1,5G0
and the fine parsonage house on High
street. Mrs.
Elliott accompanied her
husband to Belfast. He has taken the
constant attendant of the Methodist
call under consideration with the promise
church and always interested in its work.
of an early reply.
She was of a sweet and gentle nature,
At the morning service of the Baptist
patient in illness and bore many sorrows
with courage and faith.
She will be church last Sunday a telegram from Rev.
greatly missed in her home circle and George C. Sauer of Dexter was read acelsewhere. She leaves beside her hus- cepting his unanimous call to its pastorband and daughter, one brother, Eph- ate. He will begin his duties here Jan.
Mr. Sauer has a very pleasing perraim S. Cyphers of Grovelon, N. II. 1st.
Many friends attended the funeral servi- sonality, is well educated and is highly
He
throughout the State.
ces, at which Rev. N. F. Atwood of the respected
Methodist church was the officiating cler comes highly recommended from his for-

Capt. Amos Nickels, and survives her
mother.
In 1870 Mrs. Clark was married to Frank H. Pahk of Searsport, by
whom she had three children, all of
whom died in infancy.
During her later
life, Mrs. Park, with her husband, made
her home with her daughter, and in their
devotion and constant companionship
these two were more like sisters than
Mrs. Park was a
mother and daughter.

time to get all “het up” thinking
A
about what to give “this o ne,” how to ph ase “t at
one” and in the meantime forgetting “some one.”
Here’s a remedy. Give useful Gifts—gifts that will be
remembered long after the excitement and the rush of
I ook over the following
the Holidays are forgotten.
NOW.
You
are
sure
to find a useful Gilt
RIGHT
that will please some friend or relative, and what’s

DRETTY

THE CHURCHES

died in childhood excepting the oldest,
Lora Emma, who became the wife of

1

moderate cost.

j

Just think how pleased YOU would be with

a

Mr. and Mrs. Angus Plolmes have gone
to Plymouth, Mass., for the winter.

mer

Small

“

“

5 to

2,

$2.00

lO.t,

1.75

en-

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

Rockland,

|
j

where he has employment by

the Maine Central R. R.
Miss Emma Hichborn

came

18th,

at the

Barrettes

from Bel-

Saturday night, spending Sunday
with her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn,
and returning to her duties in Howes’
dry goods store Monday morning.

fast

j

Your

Buy

The regular Sunday services were held
in the churches.
Rev. T. Martin of the

Congregational church took as his sub
ject for the morning sermon, “Glorying
in the Cross,” text from Gal. 6, 14. The
evening subject was Preparation for
Christmas, Matt. 2, 3. At the Methodist church the pastor, Rev. N. F. Atwood, spoke on Loyalty, John 15, 37, at
the morning service and in the evening
on
Peter, Matt, 26, 41. The Fpworth
League subject was Our Relation to the4
Church; leader, Mrs. Carsen.

TOYS
DOLLS
GAMES
FANCY HANDKERCHIEFS
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS

Searsport

SEARSPORT.
Schools in town close Friday of this

home in town,

Fred Kane who has been very ill with
pneumonia at his home in Roxbury,
Mass., is improving slowly.

Mrs.

decorations,

Benj. Howes of Milo

etc.
was

Friday

the

which was in the nature of

Masonic

and

Ridley shipped on the steamer
Lake Flewes from Searsport lor Norfolk,
Va.

Capt. Charles Nichols, who spent the
past few months in Seattle, Wash., engaged in fitting out a line of steamers,
has returned to his home in Searsport.
Mrs. Amos Nickels and Mr. Frank H.
Park wish to express through these coltheir thanks to the Friday Club and

all other friends who kindly sent flowers
in their recent bereavement.
Roscoe N.

Porter has received

from Dr. L. D.
State

board

Bristol,

word

secretary of the

of embalming

William Worcester.

The

PUBLIC

U limits

supper

tine

examiners,

Fames,

Rogers

that he passed with excellent rank in the
recent examinations taken in Augusta.

a

farewell for

employed in the nearPreparations are now be-

men

by wood-lots
ing made to stretch the sixth keel.
Word was received last week by the

were

Kanetota

Isabel

Frame

appointed to

work in the

and
carry

Ahnie
on

absence of

the
the

Edith A. Yates of Belfast died
Dec. 10th after an illness of six weeks at
She was the
the Bath City Hospital.
Mrs.

H.

Duncan

and

F uneral services

A regular meeting of Anchor Chapter,
O. E. S., was held Monday evening, Dec.

8th,

after which

the annual election of

The following were
officers took place.
elected, to be installed, later: Worthy

matron, Mary Meyers; worthy patron,
Wm. Parse; assistant matron, Agnes Gilkey; sec., Douise Fletcher; treas., Ella
Sweetser; conductress, Lillian Runnells;
assistant conductress, Mamie Littlefield

!

were

held

on

Thurs-

day afternoon at the home of Capt. Amos
Nickels, for Mrs. Frank H. Park, whose
death occurred on Monday. Mrs. Emma
H. Park was born in Searsport Oct,. 10,
1837, the daughter of Elijah and Rebecca
(Stimpson) Cyphers. In 1861 she was
married to Capt Fred Clark of Searsport who in 1866 was loBt at sea from the
Four children
brig Stephen Thurston.
were born to Mr. and Mrs. Clark, but all

Reeves of Bangor, Jo' ff Reeves of Machias and Leroy Reeves of Bangor. Mrs.
Myers and Mrs. Clark accompanied the
remains to Belfast, where they were met
and assisted by Mrs. Eugene Ellis, Mrs.
Lucy Hall and Mrs. Minnie Pilley. The
funeral was held in the chapel at Grove
Cemetery at 2 p. m. Friday with Rev. G.
C. Boorn of the Universalist Church officiating. There were many beautiful flowers and the sisters deeply appreciate the
kindness shown them in Belfast, where

teed

goods.

they

were

strangers.

[

A true copy. Attest*
CEO. F. Giddings,

This

A few yards of Ginghams and
Percales will make very acceptable gifts for aprons ot house
dresses.
A good line to choose
from.

Company
Belfa t, Maine

that you
full value or

mcney

days.

after tliis date.

WILBERT S. YORK.
Belfast, Me, Dec. 15, 1919—3w51*

Collector’s Notice of Sale
STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid

taxes

on

land situated in the town of

Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo,

for the year 1919.
The following liBt of taxes on real estate of
resident ownere in the town of Stockton Springs
for the year 19 9. committed to me for collection for said town on the 7th day of June, 1919,
remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given that
if said taxes, interest and charges, are not
previously paid, so much of said real estate
taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including inteiest and charges, will
be sold at public auction at Hichborn Hall in
said town on the first Monday of February,
1920, at nine o’clock a. m.:
Lot No. 37 of Creamer
Bowden, Ida M.
Plan; Book 1, Page 11, as recorded in Wal
Deeds.
of
do Registry
Amount of taxes due, 90c
Grant, Walter. Land bounded north and east
by land of Howard Littlefitld; south by land
of

Joseph Staples.

to

Can be found in the attractive line of the well
known TECKLA UNDERWEAR and also in
the

returned

McLaughlin

Come here

For Christmas
popular NUEONfc CORSETS.

ulars

o ne

apply

For partic-

to

MPS. C. S. WEBBEP
Tel 169-12

4 Bell Slreel

Collector's notice ot Sate of Lanes of Non-Restdent Om
UnP1919°XeB
The

°n

STATE OF MAINE
land''Bitusted in th,! t,,A'n ”f I.I«boro. iu the
County of W da,,, f

following

list of taxes

on

real estate of

non

resi I nt

owners

in the town

aforesaid, for the year 1919, committ ni to me for collection for „■„ i r ,,>,
July. 1919, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby g yen that if said taxes wit in
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real esta e taxed as is sufficient
amount due therefor, including interest an1 charg-s, will he sold
without further
public auction at Town Hall in said town,
u e fir,t Monday in February
19 >1, M
a. m :

Owner
Description of Property
J.Lano bounded on the orth by land of 1. ,rs of El zal
Sprague; east by town road; south by land of J 1
Crowley; ,v -*t by land of .1, F. Crowley.
Clinkenbroomer, Effie..A lot of bind at Hughes Point, it being iot No 49 A lo
called the id Masonic hall or Island Lodge No. 89..
Chandler, F rank..A lot of land at. Naples, it being lot No 111.
Sarah
J..
Cushing,
..4 lots at Naples, Range 8 being Nos 45, 46. 47. 48.
Cay ting, Charles E. .A lot of lard and cottage thereon at Hewes Point, consisting of lots numbered 46. 47, 48.
Crosby, Phoebe I’.Land bounded on the north by lend of Nahum E. Pen
dleton; east by town road; south by land of Nahum E
Pendleton; west by land of Nahum E Pendleton_
Farnsworth, Myron A,.Land bounded on the north by land of Editn Wyman
east by town road; south by land of Frank Ladd; west
by center line..
Gleason, Harry L.A lot of land at Hewes Point, it being lot No. 6. Tt is
iot is known as the Bluff lot and was formerly cwne :
by Ellen F’lagg, deceased
or
owners
unknown...A lot of land.
Gorham,
Garland, Eva L>.Land bounded on the north by land of Win R C tombs
east by E Penobscot bay; south by land of Wm. H
Coombs; west by land of Wm. R Ciombs..
Hamilton, Ralph. Land bounded on the north by land of lslesboro Land £
Improvement Co.; east by town road; south by land ot
Merrill R Coomba.
Houston and Otis heirs.Land bounded on the north by land of Amariah Tritnn
east by land of Walter A. Coombs; south by land
Cassie M. Beckett; west by center line..
Joy. Arthur W.Land bounded on the north by land of Adelaide L. li
inson; east by town road; south and west by lund of 1
W. Burr
Pressey, C. D..Land bounded on the north by land of Barbour A.
Creamer; east by Ryder’s Cove; south by land of GoDavenport, west by town road.
Geo.
F.
.A
lot of land at Naples, it being No. 102 in Range 4.
Pingree,
Stevens, Bnna P.Land bounded on the north, south and west by land
ivlary I. Pendleton; east by town road.
Young, Helen M..Land oounded on north by land of Amanda' Cow.
east by E. Penobscot ba\
south by land of Mrs. Ire
land; w^ st by land of Wm. K. Coombs and J. R Haynes
L N. GILKEY,
Collector of Texes of the T wn of 1stDec. 18, 1919 —3w5J
Name of

Boggs, Ciar

;

>

Collector’s Notice of Sale
Unpaid taxes

on

lands

STATE OF MAINE
situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo,

t

1919.
( ity
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in tb
siet li >1 i>
tor the year 1919, committed to me for collection for said city, on the thu
ch;.• i:
t
and
interest
if
said
is
that
x.-s,
and
notice
hereby given
1919, remain unpaid;
si;
not previously pai l, so much of the real estate taxed as is ‘ufticient u j ay th
«>f t
at
the
ottice
therefor, including interest and cnarges, will be sold a- public auction
192
of
on
the
first
in
said
Febiuary,
Monday
city,
Clerk, in the Memorial Building

V
Amount of taxes due, $8 04
o’clock, a. m.:
Lot Acre
Piv.
Owners
Description of Property
Grant, Carl W. Land bounded north by highway; east by F, R. Daggett heirs; south and Lily A. Baker.Lot on southeast corner of Congress and Bradwest by Lizzie J Curtis
bury strret; bounded N. by Bradbury street;
Amount of ax due, $2.10
E. by Bradman; S. by city of Belfast and W.
I t
39
1
heirs.
Land
bounded
by Congress street.
Hodgkins, Chester A,
north by land of F. S. Harriman; east by
Emory F, White.Lot and cottage on shore front, off Searsport
Geo
E
White; S. by
avenue; bound* d N. by
Lillies S. Emery; south by A. C. Treat;!
1-5
I
23
shore of bay and W. by Geo. E. White.
west by B. I Co. Amount of tax due, $33.72
corner
lot ‘26 in Div. 2.
southeast
heirs..Land
Whitten
F.
Emma
being
McLaughlin, George, Lots No. 68 and 69 of
Staples;
Bounded N. by Lottie Crosby; E. by
Treat Plan; Book 1, Page 6.
S by lot owned by city of Belfast and west
Amount of tax due, $1.80
6
26
shore.. 2
by
Nelson, Edward S, Land bounded north by Bridges, Sarah F.Land and te ement on northwtst corner of
Main St ; east by Lillies S. Emery; south and
Bounded N. by UniCourt and Miller Sts,
west by Rose B. Snow.
versalist church lot and Spring street; E. by
Amount of tax due, $1 20
Court, street; S. by Miller street and W. by
0
north
bounded
Land
Trustee.
E White and B, O. Norton.
Thomas,
C.
Searls,
EDMUND WILSON,
by Robert Hichborn heirs; south by Main
als.
et
Clifford
street; west by Lerbert
Collector of Taxes for City of Belfast
Belfast, Me,, Dec. 17, 1919-3w5l
Amount of tax due, $33 96
For
bounded
north
Lot
S.
by
Stowers, Henry
When you are doing your Christmas
est ti. Berry; east by H. R Hichborn; south
by Maria A. Treat; west by Jennie C. Mar- shopping don’t forget the Journal. Only
Amount of tax due, $1 05
den.
12.00 for a year’s subscription. It ought A BABY TO BOARD. Inquire at
S. B. MERRITHEW,
to be in the home of every family in WalCollector of Taxes of the town of
THE JOURNAL OFFICE
Stockton Springs do county. Agents wanted.
8w61
\
■

Clerk

StevenB homestead, Lincolnville,
T. H. STEVENS,
Bootbbay Harbor, Me.

gifts,

goods

PRACTICAL GIFTS

is

at tlie

Farm for Sale
rocky.

ana

PERCALES

us

guaran-

to

Wanted

More than 200 acres, tillage, pasture,
wood and timber, orchard and berries.
Kunning water in all buildingB. Land not
Maine.
50

to 2.25

G NGHAMS

High Street,

an assurance

john

to be sent to the Searsport Water Company a
copy of this order, attested by the Clerk of
this Commission, and shall cause public notice
of said hearing to be given by publishing a
copy of said order in one issue of the Republics Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast,
i the County of Wa*do in said State, all at
least ten (10) days before the date of said

<

Practical and serviceable for
morning
wear in place of dress.
Good patterns

Just received a new lot of prett
Come in
things in Neckwear.
early before it is all picked over

Must be sold at once, as I do not
need them. For particulars apply

thereunto duly authorized by vote of the Directors of said Water Company, respectfully
prays that your Honorable Board will give the
complainant a public hearing at which all
parties interested in said rates may be notified
to appear and be heard, and if upon such hearing, your Honorable Board Bhall determine
that said rates now established as aforesaid
are unjust, unreasonable or discrimina ory, and
fail to produce a reasonable, just and adequate
ii come for the operation, upkeep ana maintenance of said Company to enable it to give
good and sufficient service, snd a fair return
upon a just valuation, that your Honorable
Board will fix and order substituted therefor
such rate or rates, tolls, charges or schedules
as shall be just, reasoi able and adequate to

Il.s

Bath or Turkish Towels for Christwill please your mother or wife
—always useful.
mas

TwelveHorsss

COMMISSION

guardian. Five Camp Fire mothers were
of Frank and Helen (Hooper)
appointed to act as councellors, hostesses daughter
leaves to mourn their loss
She
Reeves.
!
hearing.
daughter Martha left Monday for Hamp- and chaperones. The next merrymaking a
Given under the hand and seal of the Public
son, Ralph Haskell, five sisters and two
of
the
will
be
a Christmas party
Group
at Augusta, this 15th
ton, Va., where they will be guests at
Mrs. Leroy Myers of Popham Utilities Commission,
brothers,
at the Rogeis farm on the Tuesday preday of December, A. D,
the Hollywood Inn for several weeks, j
Beach, Mrs. Malcolm Clark of Machias,
BENJ. F. CLEAVES
) Public Utilities
Mrs. John MacAdams of Kentucky, Mrs.
later going to Asheville, N. C., for the | ceding Christinas.
HERBERT W. TRAFTON [ Commission
Alice Davis of
Portland, Miss Julia
of Maine
remainder of the winter and early spring
ALBERT GREENLAW
)
and Mrs. .James

Cotton Huck Towels in good
quality

j

To the Hon. Public Utilities Commission,
new field of labor
Augusta, Maine
The Stockton Springs Water Company comO.
E.
held
an
!
Bethany Chapter,
S.,
to your Honorable Hoard ai d says:
election of officers Dec 9th, the follow- 1 plains
a
First: It i
Public Service Corporation J
created
members
selected:
Mrs.
Clara
txsiing under 'he laws of the
being
ing
j State of and
Maine for the purpose of supplying
j
C
W.
Mr. John
Pa-

•

Mr

handle

ail go with him in his

the teams and

NECKWEAR

and large size.

Temple,

We

your

F. C. No. 268

best wishes of

preciated. The name of Hudnut
is your guarantee, and ladies who
use toilet goods prefer Hudnut’s
So come in here for your Xmas

TOWELS

Ills sit STORE

STATE OF MAIJNE

tween
here and Bangor are greatly missing the genial face and helpful assistance
of the long-time brakeman, Mr.

Every girl or lady uses something in the toilet line and good
dependable goods are always ap-

Make our store your
headquarters during shopping
leave your bundles and wraps and wait for
boats or trains

receive

YATES.
In Portland, Dec. 10, Mrs.
Edith A. Yates of Belfast, aged 3b years,

gentle-

thoughts.

folks can buy.

men

your

friends about some of Hudnut’s exquisite Toilet Waters,
Toilet Powders, Extracts,Sachets
Bath Salts, Pace Powders, etc.

F. s.

DIED.

be-

for ladies

from $1.00 to $3.50
A gift the

H. H. Coomfcs

Misses Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn of
the death of Charles A. Sprague of Los
ter,. The affair was in charge of Chris- Angeles, Calif., and formerly of Augusta.
brother-in-1 w of
tine Eames, Annie Rogers and Marjorie Mr. Sprague was a
Towers.
At a table centered with a tiny Hon. C. S. Hichtorn of the latter city,
Christmas tree, gaily decorated, baked and was for many years associated with
beans, brown bread, salad, whipped cream his father, tfle late Alden Sprague, in the
pie, hot chocolate and fancy cookies management of The Kennebec Journal. produce sa a proper income.
Dated at Stockton Springs, Maine, this secwere served.
At each place was a sprig Severing their connection with that ond
day of December, A. D. 1919.
of evergreen and red berries. Following pa per, the family moved to Los Angeles,'
Stockton Springs Water Company
the supper the December Council Fire w here they continued to reside, returnBy CHARLES N. TAYLOR,
Treasurer
was held and ollicers elected lor the comning to Maine only for visits. Mr.
ing year, as follows: Annie Rogers, as- C harles Sprague was the last of his famOn the foregoing application, which is hereOld friends here by made a part of this order it is
sistant guardian; Frances Rogers, pres.; ily and leaves a wife.
ORDERED
Isabel Frame, vice pres.; Gladys Rcse, will regret the loss of a kind companionThat a public hearing be held in the Supreme
sec.; Christine Fames, treas.; publicity ship and genial personality.
Judicial Court Room, in the city of Belfast, on
com., Isabel Frame, Frances Rogers and
Monday, December 29, 1919, at 7 30 o'cluck in
EDITH A. YATES.
the afternoon, and tout petition* r shall cause
Christine Fames. Frances Rogers, Chris-

Flarold

ums

a

guardian, Mrs. Duncan, and her
daughter Martha, who left Monday for
the south for the remainder of the win-

port.
Small

12th,

the

who is with the steamer Britton at that

Alton

Dec.

was

Mrs. Clifton L. Foster left Monday for
New Bedford, Mass., to join her husband

Whittier,

evening,

given in the upper Congregational
vestry by the Kanetota Camp Fire Group,

guest of her sister, Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb;
W ednesday and Thursday of last week.

Charles

and A. E. R

Hosiery

is no

Caution Notice

Cook has special Chiistmas
goods at his store of toys, dolls, games
A.

and Christmas tree

the B.

bag

SILK STOCKINGS
Silk and Fibre Silk

us

Wanted

recess.

Miss Iona Nichols arrived Saturday to
spend the Christmas vacation at her

M.

on

Young ladies tell
men

$1.25 to $5.00

$1.49

PYRO

COOK’S,

week for the Christmas

Travelers

POCKET BOOKS

Bungalow Aprons

oleord,
M.;
Gerrish,
the inhabitants of the town of Stockton Springs
Commercial House, Lower Main Street
tron; Mrs Susie Grant, A. M.; Mrs. Eli- | with pure water lor domestic, sanitary and
purposes
nor
Colcord, Secy.; Mrs. Hattie Hich-I municipal
Second: Said corporati n in accordance with
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
born, Treas. The appointive officers and \ the orders of the Public Utilities Commission
church held a very successful Christmas
d ate of public installation are not yet de- filed schedules of its rates ana copies of its ;
sale at the vestry Friday afternoon.
contract in the office of the Public Utilities
In
cided upon.
Commission which said rates have become
spite of unfavorable weather conditions, !
effective and are now in force.
DENATURED ALCOHOL
a goodly sum was cleared for the
Third: That said rates for municipal and
Mrs. Rulus L. Mudgett, Mrs. Everett j
society.
FOR YOUR RADI AI OR
as well as rates for oth r com
tire
service
The following ladies had charge of the Staples, Mrs. Alvah G. Treat and Mrs.
panies or corporations have been in force for
Let us adjust to the proper mixture.
various tables: Fancy articles, Mrs. At- Elrbeu S. Shute motored to Belfast last ! many years without material change or rewood and Mrs. Cobb; linens, Mrs. Shute; Thursday to attend the sale of the Uni- vision.
HEAD GARAGE & MACHINE CO.
Fourth: Your complainant alleges that said
pillow' slips, Mrs. Studley and Mrs. Cun- versalist society in 3rmory. "They report rates are discriminatory and unfair to the
ningham; aprons, Mrs. Hichborn and a very pleasant time and judging from municipalities, other companies or corpora- 1
tions, and private takers; and to your complainMrs. Sumner Small; miscellaneous arti- the samples of fancy work, which they
ant, in that owing to the high cost of operaof
a
found
Mrs.
tion, labor, supplies, and practically every
goodly supply
James Nickerson and Mrs. C.
PRESSED STRAW
purchased, they
cles;
item entering into the building and cost of
j
C. Havener; towels, Miss Lindsay; cooked “pretty things.”
Inquire of
operating a water system, the present income
CHARLES R. COOMBS
food, Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and Mrs. Livona
the schooner being built here has been derived from rates, both municipal and pri- ;
Vite, are wholly inadequate to provide for!
Williams; candy, Mrs. George Towle. named the Maurice E. Thurlow in honor the proper maintenance and operation of the J
72 Main Street.
The rooms were tastefully decorated with of the brother of the weli sliipbroker, L. j lant, depreciation, and a fair return on a just i
valuation.
evergreen and red berries, under the di- K. Thurlow, a wholesale druggist in New
tilth:
Your Complairant therefore com-|
rection of Mrs. E. W. Gilkey.
net
A few York City.
The vessel is 1,200 tons
plains and alleges that said rates are discriiniand
unlair and do not produce a reas
articles wBlch remained unsold are' on and has a capacity of 2,000. She is due natory
This is to forbid all persons from haronable, just and adequate income.
or trusting anyone on my account,
sale at the parsonage.
next
About
100
to go overboard
April.
Wherefore, The Stockton Springs Water boring
as I shall pay no bills contracted by anyCharles N Taylor, its treasurer,
men are
employed in the yard, besides Company by

AND DECORATIONS AT

M. A.

went there.

lady.

TOILET GOODS
Tell your friends to take a look
at our stock of Hudnut’s Toilet
Goods. The ladies say we haw
the prettiest assortment the
know about.

TERMS CASH

BAILEY-RUSSELL. In Freedom, Dec. I
French Grant and wife of Stark, for9, Ernest C. Bailey of Palermo and Lilia
m
merly of this village, who have been
j M. Russell of Foxcroft.
Bath during the past year where Mr.
Refreshments of fruit salad, rolls, fanry
cookies and colfee were served.

HUDNUT’S

other
i!laaVnHd|0fenSKOf
vf y useful articles that make practical
and let
help you. It
trouble for
to show

rnmp
tome m

MARRIED.

j

any

A good pocket book or hand
make very acceptable gifts

25c. to $1 00

daughter.

Grant had employment in the shipyards, j
has gone to Detroit, Mich., for the win- !
ter to join his son and wife who recently

surely please

and

Brooches

Rohn,

BUTLER.
In Nofthport, Dec. 7, to Mr. [
and Mrs. Charles Butler, a daughter,
Irene
In Belfast, Dec. 11, to Mr.
COLLINS.
and Mrs. Charles M. Collins, a son.
CLARK.
InNorthport, Nov. 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln ClarK, a son, Claude.
CROSBY
In Belfast, Dec. 15, to Mr. ;
and Mrs. Wm. E. Crosby, a son, William
E., Jr.
Goddard.
In Belfast, Dec. 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon F. Goddard, a daughter.
HALL.
In Belfast, Dec. 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Irving G. Hall, a daughter.
Ill Belfast, Dec. 13, to Mr. and
PAUL.
Mrs. Clarence E. Paul, a son, Harrisou
Parker.
SOUTHWORTH.
In Belfast, Dec. lfi, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth, a

rope.

of Mr. and Mrs.

Dec.

fair and

BORN

Percy L. Hupper left Dec. 11th for
Newport News, Va., to join his cousin,
Capt. Fred Eelano, commander of the
stea mer Felix Tanssig, for a trip to Euson

Thursday,

a

Boston.

Robert G. Turner, who has been employed at the Stockton shipyard for a
longtime, was taken to the Waldo Co.
Hospital, Friday, ill with pneumonia.

Sanborn,

on

Aid will hold

who spent the summer with
her in this city, and left last week for

Wednesday afternoon, Dec.
24th by Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, the subject
being “Christmas.”

Donald

Mrs. S. J. Nealley has sold her houseon Upper High street,
formerly the Dr

Mrs.

tertained

and

COTTON
UNDERWEAR

G. W. Stoddard residence, and with her
daughter Lucy will leave December 29th
for Walnut Grove, Calif. In Boston they
will be joined by Mrs. Nealley’s sister,

cordially invited.

Bion B. Sanloin, returned recently from
Derby and left Monday morning for

They

admission.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist parish will meet this, Thursday, afterr.oonwith Mrs. Annie K. Harriman.

Don’t you remember how tickled
you were with your first pair of long
legged boots ? Make some child
happy with a pair or these handsome “Saint Nic”
Rubber Roots. Mrde of bright Para [rubber^with
red tops. Warm fleecy wool linings and each pair
packed in an attractive Xmas box.

a

In the muslin you will find the
“Dove Undermuslin” so widely
known, owing to their beauty, fit
and quality.

supper

Mrs. Oscar Smith.

The Current Events Club will be

HANDKERCHIEFS

PETTICOATS

with Christmas in mind and we have
such a pretty assortment of changeable taffetas and messalines that will

Sunbeam and Snowflake Handkerchiefs are always very acceptable
gifts. No one gets too many. See
our booth.

If stormy, the next pleasNo
Come one, come all.

Ladies’

Grange Hall.
ant evening.

John Paiker of Patten arrived
Dec. 9lh to spend the winter with her
gr anddauyhter and husband, Mr. and

‘‘Saint Nic Rubber Boots”

work.

SILK

Camisoles and Envelope Chemise
in flesh colored Crepe De Chene
and Wash Satin. These
aredaintily
made and very pretty with thin
waists.

The

heme in New Mexico.

are

populai*and

are

one

Here again is something that makes
an excellent gift.
We have bought

prices.

MUKKILL.

Mrs.

All

SHIRT WAISTS
A word about waists. One of the
many practical gifts for mother,
And
sister, wife or sweetheart.
our assortment large enough
o
choose anything you want from.
Our line of silks comprise Georgette, Crepe De Chene, TalTeta, Wash
Satin Voiles in all sizes and at all

SILK

Last week Capt. Henry Barbour received a big bunch of mistletoe from his for-

“THE KIDDIES”

to

great help in his church
have no children.

John Percy Deering of Saco spent
a
day in town recently looking over the
political field.

Something New for

size 11

Mrs. Sauer is also

Mr

that wonderful Holeproot Hose. Then come
buy a box for some friend or relative. And just a
word to the wise—better buy today, while we are fortunate in having a very good assortment at this writ,
ing—they won’t last long and we simply can’t get
another pair this year from the makers.

Large Children,

there.

in Volume

already buying very liberally. This is very
wishes to get what is wanted.
Only one week
before Xmas and the days will fly. Our stock is made
up of everything practical
ana useful.
This will be a season of practical
giving. Make out vour list
and come to us and let us help you.
season

been popular as a citizen. He has been
at the head of the Boy Scout movement

Bangor.

Box of
in and

SHOPPERS
CHRISTMAS
if
necessary this

excellent church work in Dexter and has

Mrs. J. H. Gerrish spent Thursday in

Box?

Early Buying Begins

mer

STOCKTON SPRINGS

a

___

pastorates, especially at the First
Baptist Bangor, where he was for six
years, resigning on account of ill health.
For the past two years he has been doing

Interment was in the family lot
gyman.
in Elmwood cemetery.

Wouldn’t You Like

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

|

